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Aircraft aspect ratio 
Aircraft semispan, m 
Concentration, volume/semispan2 
Drag coefficient, D/qs 
Lift coefficient, L/qs 
Diffusivity, cm2/sec 
Propeller thrust, N 
Froude number, U//bg 
Gravitational constant, m/sec2 
Aircraft altitude, sZmispans 
Inertia parameter, ao U/18b~ 
Mean molecular weight of gas mixture in transfer path 
Mean molecular weight of evaporating material 
Mass, Kg 
Pressure, Kg/m2 (lb/in2) 
Partial pressure of air, N/m2 
Vapor pressure of air, N/m2 
Propeller constants 
Nozzle flow rate, volume/semispan along flight path 
Propeller torque, N-m 
Radial coordinate, in propeller radii 
Droplet Reynolds number poUlli - nl/~ 
Droplet free stream Reynolds number, poU/~ 
Propeller radius, m 
Schmidt number, pDV/~ 
Temperature, K(OR) 
Time, secs 
Free stream velocity, m/sec 
Local flowfield velocity, dimensionless with U 
Gummulative volume percent 
Crosswind velocity component, m/sec 
Cartesian coordinates 
Initial droplet position (nozzle location), semispans 
Droplet density, Kg/m3 
Standard deviation, microns 
Aircraft circulation strength, m2/sec 
Droplet diameter, microns 
Volume median droplet diameter, microns 
Droplet position, dimensionless with b 
Air absolute viscosity, Kg/m-sec 
Air density, Kg/m3 
Dimensionless time, Ut/b 
Derivative with respect to T 
Vector quantity 
Final value at ground plane 
Wet bulb condition 
Dry bulb condition 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The use of aerospace technology to improve aerial applica-
tions promises to yield significant improvements in the effi~ 
ciency of operation, the environmental acceptability, and many 
other areas. One area of study is the interaction of the spray 
droplet with the aircraft wake. This interaction improves the 
overall efficiency of the operation by increasing the swath 
width, but also results in the drift of particles suspended in 
the wake to off target sites. The propeller slipstream and other 
nonuniform portions the wake also lead to nonuniform deposits of 
material inside the swath. This research uses an analytical 
~ ,. 
approach to study this wake-particle interaction. Ultimately 
the goal of such a research effort will be to tailor the aircraft 
wake and dispersal system to produce a wide uniform distribution 
of material with minimum drift. 
Reed l in 1954 presented a two-dimensional analysis of aerial 
applications. This report, aided by the techniques for trajec-
tory analysis developed in the aircraft icing program, established 
the fundamentals of the method. This work was hampered by the 
limited computational capabilities of the time and Reed presents 
only a limited number of trajectories for his simple model. 
Bragg2 improved this model by performing a three dimensional 
analysis including propeller slipstream effects Trayford and 
Welch3 have made similar improvements including the effect of 
crosswind on the distribution. The present method is based on 
reference 2 but includes many improvements which have been 
developed by the author since the publica~ion of reference 2. 
The goal of this research \\7as to document a method, and 
develop a computer code to simulate the dispersal of liquid 
sprays from agricultural aircraft. The program was to require 
small computation times so mathematical models and numerical 
procedures were kept as simple as possible while still modelling 
the fundamental physical phenomena. The program \Vas written in 
such a way that a user could modify the vlake model eas ily, \<Jhile 
still using the particle dynamics model and the distribution and 
drift numerical procedures. The user may provide a flowfield 
code which can be inserted into this program by use of the USERV 
subroutine. This allows for the analysis of more complicated 
flowfields which.may. contain fuselage vortices, vortices off of 
! i ~,,~ 
'/ i 
flaps due to variable span loading, winglets, or more complicated 
flowfields due to unconventional aircraft configurations 
The computer code consists of three main parts; the droplet 
dynamics and evaporation models, the aircraft wake models, and 
the distribution and drift prediction method. The theoretical 
basis for these models is derived in Section II and the method 
is compared to other results in Section III. Section IV is the 
computer program users' manual containing a description of the 
code and the input, output, and error messages. In the Appendices 
are sample cases and a complete listing of the code. 
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II. THEORETICAL DEVELOPHENT 
In this section the mathematical models used for the droplet 
dynamics and the Hake flowfield 'will be described. The numerical 
procedures used to solve these equation will also be presented. 
Droplet Dynamics 
By application of Newton's Second La\17 of Hotion to a \l7ater 
droplet the differential equation describing the particle tra-
jectory may be derived. Here particles in the 100 to 500 micron 
size range are considered. These particles are nearly spherical 
in shape4 permitting the use of standard sphere drag data. In 
addition the analysis does not include the effect on the trajec-
tory of atmospheric and aircraft induced turbulence, liquid drop-
let deformation and internal circulation, magnus forces, multiple 
particle interaction, and electric charge. For the aerial appli-
cation problem these forces are considered negligible. 
The equation of motion for a non-evaporating single particle 
moving in the wake of an aircraft can then be written as 
-
D + P + Ha + B + mg 
The apparent mass, Ha , the pressure gradient term, P, and the 
Bassett force, B, become important only if the density of the 
particle is of lo\ver, or similar order of magnitude as that of 
airS. In addition, the apparent ~ass and Bassett force terms 
(1) 
could also become significant if the particle experiences a large 
acceleration. The particle could experience a sizeable accelera-
tion when initially injected into the flow. This acceleration 
3 
is, however, of short duration and in the streamwise direction 
so as to have little effect on the final spanwise location of 
the particle. Therefore, noting that the density of water is 
much greater than that of air, and ignoring the init~al accelera-
tion effects; the apparent mass, the pressure gradient, and the 
Bassett force terms may be dropped from equation (1). 
Now writing this equation in nondimensional form, 
n) + 1 JL F2 g r (2) 
where the nondimensional numbers K, the inertia parameter, and 
Fr , the Froude number are 
K u ybg (3)a,b 





results from the ~ term in equation (2). The droplets studied 
here experience relatively low Reynolds numbers well within the 
range of zero to one thousand. Several curve fits to the standard 
sphere drag curve are available in this range and all yield similar 
results. Here the equation by Langmuir6 
(5) 
is used to calculate the sphere drag when computing the particle 
trajectories. Note that here R is the Reynolds number experienced 
4 
by the droplet based on the particle velocity relative to the 
surrounding fluid 
R (6) 
The trajectory of a particle is then governed by equation (2) 
which is a non-1fnear, second order, ordinary differential equa-
tion which must in general be solved numerically The equation 
may be reduced to first order and separated into its three com-
ponents to form a system of six simultaneous differential equa-
tions Given the six initial conditions of particle position 
and velocity when first injected into the aircraft flowfield, 
the trajectory may be calculated using a step integration method. 
The program uses a variable step size, predictor-corrector 
scheme suitable for stiff systems 7 ,8. TVhen cOQpared against 
non-stiff methods this scheme sho~vs a considerable decrease in 
computational time to achieve the same accuracy. The trajectory 
is terminated when the particle intersects the ground plane or 
becomes entrained in a vortex. 
Evaporation Model 
For small liquid droplets under roughly 150 microns in dia-
meter evaporation effects often become significant As a result 
of evaporation the ground distribution of material is reduced 
and the material lost due to drift is greatly increased. To 
include the effect of evaporation, the analysis of Goering9 is 
uSed. 
Since the mass of the particle is no longer constant the 
differential equation (1) must be modified. Having already 
5 
incorporated the assumptions described early it becomes 
d 2x d- dm - -
m(-2-) + (~) - == D + mg dt dt dt (7) 
Nondimensionalizing, this equation becomes 
(8) 
Equation (8) is identical to equation (2) except for the addition 
of the second term on the right hand side which is due to the ~~ 
term in equation (7). An additional variable, 8, the particle 
diameter is introduced in equation (8) and another equation must 
be added to the system to allow a solution. 
The expression for the rate of change of the particle dia-
meter with respect to time is 9 
The terms on the right hand side may be evaluated in the follow-
ing way. 
It is assumed that the water droplet lS diffusing into the 
air, therefore, the molecular weights are ~ == 29 a and HV = 18.0. 
The diffusion coefficient for water vapor into air is given as a 
function of temperature 9 
The term 6P/Pf is shown by Goering 9 to be 
6P 
= Pf 
Pswb - Pv 




Brooker lO has developed a mathematical model for the psychro-
metric chart which is useful in evaluating equation (11). Input 
to the computer code are the atmospheric pressure, Patm , and 
the wet and dry bulb temperatures, TWb and Tdb The saturation 
vapor pressure, P swb, at vlet bulb temperature, Twb ' is given by 
P = e54.6329 _ 12301.688 swb Twb - 5.16923 1n(Twb) (12) 
and the vapor pressure, Pv, is 
0.2405(PS'Vlb - Patm) 
= Pswb + 0.62194(1075.8965 - 0.56983(Twb - 491.69») (Tdb-Twb) 
(13) 
In equation (12) and (13) the temperatures are in oR and the 
pressures are in psi. Equation (12) is valid only for temperatures 
above 32oF. Note that by definition RH = PV/Ps ' if the relative 
hunidity, RH, is available when TWb is not. 
The particle trajectory including the evaporation effect is 
calculated in the same manner as before, here using the differential 
equation (8) and adding to the system equation (9). Additional 
complications due to droplet evaporation which arise in the dis-
tribution and drift calculations will be discussed latter 
Wake Flowfield 
Tne f1owfie1d model incorporated in the computer code is a 
horseshoe vortex system in ground effect. This simple model in 
either its 2-D or 3-D forms provides the wake velocities with a 
minimum of computer time, allowing for the small execution times 
characteristic of this program. In addition, a simple propeller, 
crosswind, and tunnel f1owfie1d models are included in the code. 
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If these simple models are inadequate, the user may supply an 
alternate flowfield model by providing the proper subroutine. 
Here the flowfield models included in the code are discussed. 
Basic Wake Model: The (\lake of an aircraft in ground effect 
may be modelled in three dimensions using a horse shoe vortex 
system. This model is reasonably accurate provided that, the 
wake roll-up occurs in a time much less than that of the particle 
trajectory, the particle trajectory intersects the ground before 
this system decays appreciably, and the particle remain outside 
of the viscous vortex cores and in the potential flow region. A 
two dimensional model can be formed consisting of only two doubly 
infinite straight trailing vortices and their reflection through 
the ground plane, figure 1. The strength of these vortices is 
calculated assuming an elliptical loading 
4CLUb 
r = TfA (14) 
The motion of these vortices is given by Bragg2 and the velocity 
can be calculated using the Biot-Savart lawl . This model can be 
extended to three dimensions by adding a bound vortex of strength 
r on the aircraft quarter chord line, figure 2. The Biot-Savart 
Lmv is used to calculate the velocity induced in the x direction2 
and the y and z velocities are the same as in the two dimensional 
model. 
It should be noted that the two dimensional model uses Reed'sl 
correction for the bound vortex. If the user inputs zero for the 
i.nitial droplet velocity, the program assigns to the droplet an 
initial velocity equal to the velocity the particle would have if 
8 
falling in free air in a constant flowfield with the velocity 
components equal to that existing in bhe 2-D model at the point 
of particle injection. This correction is ignored if instead 
non-zero initial droplet velocities are input to the computer 
program. 
Tunnel Model· The two dimensional model of reference 2 has 
been included in this program. This permits the calculation of 
droplet trajectories from an aircraft model in a wind tunnel to 
evaluate the influence of the tunnel walls and the floor. The 
tunnel ceiling is assumed to have a negligible effect on the 
droplet trajectories since a model in ground effect will be in 
close proximity to the tunnel floor. The simple geometry of this 
model is sho~m in figure 3. A confopmal mapping method is used 
to determine the velocity at a point in the tunnel due to the 
two dimensional vortex system. The complex function describing 
the velocity potential and stream function in free air is trans-
formed to the plane with infinite reflections of this vortex 
system in the y direction by using a complex sine mapping func-
tion. The vortex position is determined by step in~€gration using 
a truncated series to eXDress the induced velocities on a vortex 
filament. The derivative of this complex function with respect 
to the complex particle position, yields the y and z velocities 
at any point in the tunnel. 
Propeller Model: A propeller slipstream is characterized 
by a rotation in the y-z plane due to the torque and an increased 
axial velocity due to the generated thrust. Functional forms for 
the axial and rotational velocities as a function of radial 
9 
distance from the propeller hub have been assumed. These equa-
tions are of a form compatible with existing data on the thrust 
and torque loadings on general aviation propeller blades. The 
equation for the axial velocity is 
Vm:ial = PK1(1. - r) + PK2(r) sin(rrr) (15) 
and the rotational velocity is given by 
Vrot = PK3(1. - r) + PK4(r) sin(rrr) (16) 
Figure 4 shows the velocity distributions for a typical propeller 
model. PKl and PK3 govern the velocities at the centerline while 
PK2 and PK4 control primarily the maximum velocities. For most 
applications PK3 ~ 0 and PKl is set equal to some small fraction 
of PK2. Using equations (15) and (16) the slipstream can be 
integrated to determine the thrust, F, and the torque, Qp ' The 
thrust is 
F = (RP)2rrp [2U(0.166667PKl + 0.189304PK2) 
+ 0.0833333(PK1)2 + O.129006(PKl) (PK2) 
+ O.0870040(PK2)2] 
and for the torque, 
(17) 
Qp 2rr p (Rp)3[O.033333(PK1) (PK3) + 0.036657 [(PK1) (PK4) 
+ (PK2)(PK3~ + 0.0507039(PK2) (PK4) + 0 083333U(PK3) 
+ O. l2480lU (PK4)] (18) 
Equations (17) and (18) are then used to determine the constants 
PK1, PK2, PK3, and PK4 knowing the propeller thrust and torque 
This method assumes that the propeller slipstream extends dm·m-
stream from the propeller disc plane to infinity with no dissipation. 
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In reality the rotational velocities are noticeably reduced 
due to viscous dissipation and the straighting effects of the 
main wing, fuselage, landing gear, horizontal, and vertical 
stabilizers. This reduction in rotational velocity is strongly 
dependent on the particular aircraft being modelled. It is 
recommended therefore that Vrot, that is PK3 and Pk4, be reduced 
from those calculated from equation C16). Although little experi-
mental data is available on which to base this, a reduction to 
75 percent of the calculated values seems reasonable from pre-
liminary studies of conventional low wing monoplanes. 
Crosswind Model: The component of the wind perpendicular 
to the flight path and parallel to the ground plane is modelled 
b h . 11 Y t e equatlon 
Vcw = VCW(z)O.25 (19) 
Here VCW is the crosswind component in m/sec 1 meter above the 
ground and z is the height above the ground plane in ~eters. The 
crosswind not only contributes a velocity in the y direction, but 
also causes a lateral translation of the entire aircraft wake 
system. This is modelled in the program by including the first 
order differential equations for the positions of the trailing 
vortices and propeller slipstream with the system of equations 
for the droplet trajectory and solving this enlarged system by 
the same step integration technique. 
Distribution and Drift Model 
By combining several droplet trajectories from a single nozzle 
location the ground deposition from the nozzle can be calculated 
11 
and the drift estimated. This procedure is straight forward 
for the case of no crosswind, evaporation, or propeller and was 
1 first developed for the aerial spray problem by Reed. Here an 
improved form of Reed's analysis is used for the simple case and 
major changes are made to handle the more difficult case of the 
unsyrnrnetric and often double valued distributions. 
The concentration, C, from a single nozzle can be ,vritten 
as 
c Q dV do Cf"8 dYg (20) 
By superposition the concentration from any number of nozzles 
can be found The derivative do!dYg can be found from the plot 
of the particle diameter as a function of the final lateral 
position Hhere the particle intersects the ground plane. These 
points are cubic splined to obtain do!dYg. This value must then 
be multiplied by dV!do, a function of 0 and the particular nozzle 
used, which represents the volume of material released by the 
nozzle as a function of particle diameter. Here a normal dis-
tribution of material about some volume median diameter, Om, is 





where Os is the standard deviation 
the volume flow rate of the nozzle 
2 
(21) 
The Q in equation (20) is 
The concentration of material 
on the ground is then given by equation (20) and all that remains 
is to determine the drift. 
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The drift is estimated by an extrapolation procedure which 
finds the smallest particle, within some maximum allowable error, 
which reaches the ground. The amount of material in the distri-
bution from particles smaller than this drifted particle is found 
by integration of the normal distribution function. The allow-
able error is a function of the number of standard deviations the 
particle size is from om to control the error in terms of volume 
of material. Particles which encircle the wing-tip vortices are 
considered as drift and their trajectory calculations are ter-
minated. In addition, off target distribution is also considered 
drift The user can select a lateral semispan distance beyond 
which the material is considered to be drift. 
This procedure must be modified for unsymmetrical distri-
butions or cases including droplet evaporation. As a result of 
the propeller slipstream effects or the crosswind model the cal-
culation of do/dYg can become more difficult. Here it is not 
uncommon for several particle sizes to intersect the ground at 
the same Yg location, thus making the function double valued 
The double valued and often erratic behavior of the curve makes 
the use of the cubic spline very difficult. Many points would 
be required to obtain a reasonable fit vfuen these complications 
arise the program abandons the cubic spline and instead uses 
linear interpolation between the calculated trajectory points. 
In regions of large changes in slope the program automatlcally 
inserts additional particle trajectories using again an error 
uarameter weighted from the volume median diameter. This method 
provides good results in a minimum of computer time. Here the 
drift is estimated in the same manner as before. 
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When the droplet evaporation is considered the mass lost 
through evaporation must be accounted for. This results in an 
increase in material lost due to drift and a decrease in the 
ground deposition. The final droplet diameter, of' is deter-
mined as a function of the initial diameter, 00' by using a cubic 
spline on the results of the trajectory calculations. The dis-
tribution is then reduced by the ratio of of3j o03. In addition 
to the material which does not reach the ground or lies outside 
the target area, the amount of material which evaporates is 
determined by integration and included in the total drift. By 
using this procedure accurate drift and distributions are deter-
mined from the calculated particle trajectories. 
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III. CODE VALIDATION 
Initial validation of the computer code was conducted by 
comparing the results of this method to the early analytical 
1 
work of Reed. Reed's method uses a two dimensional wake model 
without propeller, evaporation, or crosswind effects. The dis-
tribution is calculated using a least-squares fit of a second 
order polynomial to the trajectory data. A comparison of the 
t1;vO methods is shown in figure 5. Here the circulation, t, has 
been matched since the early work assumed a rectangular lift 
distribution. The comparison is quite good considering that 
modern digital computers were not available for Reed to make 
his trajectory calculations. 
Comparisons of the code to experimental data is difficult 
because of the number of variables involved "vhich are difficult 
to control or measure. Recent small scale model tests of agri-
cultural aircraft dispensing scaled particles have generated some 
distribution data which may be used for comparison12 ,13. Figure 
6 shows the measured distributions from three nozzles and the cor-
responding calculated distributions. The model used was unpowered 
with a wing semispan of 0.9l4m moving at 20.6 m/sec at an altitude 
of 0.51 semispans. The particles used were glass microbeads "Ji th 
a mean diameter of 125 microns and a density of 2.42 g/m3 . Since 
the test program 1;vas designed only to validate the scaling laws, 
no measurements of particle size distribution or nozzle volumetric 
flow rate was made. These parameters were estimated for this com-
parison. Note also that the concentration reported in reference 12 
is in terms of the numbers of particles per unit area where this 
-15 
method calculates concentration in terms of volume of material 
per unit area. This accounts for the difference in the areas 
under the curve and also for the larger measured concentrations 
to the right of the peak concentration where the particles are 
smaller in diameter. The difference in the distributions at the 
Yo = 0.30 nozzle location is due in part to the fuselage vortex 
not accounted for in the present flowfieLd model. The comparison 
in figure 5 is however, quite good overall and supports the analysis. 
In figure 7, the Dresent method is again compared to data from 
reference 12. Here the same model is used as in figure 5 but the 
altitude is 0.35 semispans. The lateral position of the nozzle is 
at 0.40 semispans and the particles have a mean diameter of 140 
microns and a density of 0.58 g/m3 . These particles scaled to a 
200 micron water droplet for the full scale aircraft. Here again 
the comparison is quite good considering the differences in the 
definition of concentration. The amount of lateral transport of 
the material and the general shape and magnitude of the concentra-
tion curves compare quite well. 
The present method was also compared qualitatively to the 
powered test conducted in reference 12. Again considering the 
influence of the fuselage vortex the comparisons were encouraging. 
The amount of lateral transport due to the propeller was approxi-
mately the same if the calculated swirl velocity was reduced by 
25% as discussed earlier to account for straighting effects. 
Sufficient data were not available to make a detailed comparison 
of the distributions. 
Detailed comparisons of this method have been conducted 
with both analytical and experimental data. The method has 
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performed well over the range of parameters tested The code 
appears to do a good job of predicting the lateral transport of 
droplets in the wake of aircraft in ground effect. 
" 
IV. COMPUTER PROGRAM MANUAL 
A computer program has been developed to predict the ground 
deposition resulting from the dispersal of water droplets into 
the wake of an aircraft in ground effect. A complete listing 
of this program has been provided in Appendix B. After a general 
description of the program, the input, output, error messages, 
and test cases will be presented in this section. 
General Description 
The computer code has been written in FORTP~N and developed 
on the AARL Harris Computer System. The code is in single pre-
cision and should execute on CDC systems with only minor changes. 
Conversion of the code to execute on IBM type machines should 
involve little more than a conversion to double precision and 
modifying the Hollerith codes. The code is approximately 2500 
card images in length and requires 15 to 45 seconds of execution 
time per single nozzle deposition on the Harris SLASH 6 Computer. 
The Harris /6 is slightly slower than a CDC Cyber 73 and about 
6 times slower than an IBM 370/168. Additional storage must be 
supplied to the program on octal file 10. 
A plot package has been provided which is completely contained 
in subroutine PLOT1. A single call to this subroutine occurs 
as the last executable statement in the main program. Since the 
plot subroutine used here may not be compatible to those avail-
able on other systems, the program was written to allow for easy 
~odification of the plot package. 
Certain limitations on the size of the analysis that can be 
conducted considering the present DO loop parameters and array 
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dimensions should be discussed. The maximum swath width that 
can be used is ±10 semispans and the number of nozzles input can 
not exceed 100. The program is limited to 15 particle trajec-
tories per nozzle including those determined internally to 
estimate the drift and improve accuracy in a re~ion of a large 
change in lateral transport. Therefore no more than 10 particle 
diameters should ever be input and in general 5 to 7 is usually 
sufficient. No more than 1000 steps can be taken in the calcul-
ation of a single particle trajectory. The number of particles 
calculated and the number of steps can be controlled by use of 
the user input error parameters. 
A flow chart including the major subroutines is shown in 
figure 8. 
Input Data 
The program reads the input from device 5 in the manner 
described below. Several options are available to the user 
with the acceptable combination of options sho\ID in figure 9. 
In addition the user may supply the wake flowfield to be used 
by the inclusion of a subroutine USERV. This allows the pre-
sent particle dynamics, including evaporation effects distribu-
tion, and drift models to be used with a different or more 
sophisticated wake model. USERV is described by comment state-
ments in the listing. It may use by inclusion of the proper 
COM10N statements or subroutine calls use other variables and 
sections of the code as desired. 
The inputs to the program are primarily physical variables 
in SI units. Some variables have been nondimensionalized where it 
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seemed the most logical approach It is hoped that this type 
of input will make the code more useful. It should be noted 
however, that the problem can be nondimensionalized as in 
reference 11. The number of independent parameters is much less 
than the number of physical variables input to this code. The 
inputs could have been in terms of completely nondimensional 
numbers such as Rfi, K, and Fr as discussed earlier. The use of 
this code for sensitivity analysis can, therefore, be greatly 
simplified by considering the nondimensional parameters. 
Card 1· (Format l3A6) Title 
Card 2: (Format 15) 
NDROPS Number of trajectories to be run. 
Set = 1 if NDIST = 1 
Cards 3-8 repeated NDROPS times 
























For a 3D run 
For a 2D run 
For a 2D run using the user supplied 
USERV subroutine 
For a 2D run 
For a 3D run 
For a 3D run using the user supplied 
USERV subroutine 
No droplet evaporation 
Droplet evaporation included 
No propeller effects 
Propeller slipstream model included 
No crosswind effects (set VCW = 0) 
Crosswind effects included 
No tunnel model 
Tunnel model included 
Single particle trajectory run 
Ground depositions calculated 
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NPRINT = 0 
1 
NPLOT = 0 
I 
Short output option 
Long output option 
No plotting 
Plot distribution of trajectories 
EPS Step integration error control parameter, 
usually set equal to 1.E-5. 
Card 4 included only if NEVAP = 1 
Card 4: (Format 3F10.6) 
PA Atomspheric pressure, N/m2 
TDB Dry bulb temperature, °c 
TWB Wet bulb temperature, °c 
Card 5 included only if NPROP2=1 
Card 5: (Format 6F10.4) 
Card 6 
ZPROP2 Z coordinate of propeller hub, semispans 
PKl to 4 Propeller slipstream constants as defined 
in Section II 
RP Slipstream radius (usually equal to pro-
peller radius), semispans 
(Format 7F10.4) 
A Aircraft aspect ratio 
CL Aircraft lift coefficient 
B Aircraft semispan, m 
U Aircraft speed, m/sec 
G Gravitational constant, m/sec 2 
ZYO Initial Y coordinate of trailing vortex, 
semispans 
ZZO Initial Z coordinate of trailin~ vortex, 
semispans 
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Card 7: (Format 2E20.6, 2FlO.4) 
DA Air Density (ignored if NEVAP ~ 1), Kg/m3 
VIS Absolute air viscosity (ignored if 
NEVAP ~ 1), Kg/m-sec 
VCW Crosswind velocity (~O. if NCH = O),m/sec 
D Tunnel width (ignored if NTUN = 0), rn 
Card 8 included only if NDIST = 0 
Card 8: (Format 8FlO. 5) 



















Particle diameter, microns 
Particle density, Kg/m3 
Initial particle position, semispans 
Initial particle velocity relative to 
the aircraft fixed coordinate system, 
nondimensional with respect to U 
if NDIST = 1 
6I5) 
Number of nozzles 
Number of initial particle sizes input 
0 All nozzles the same DIAI1N 
1 DIAMN input for each nozzle 
0 All nozzle have the same STDEV 
1 S'TDEV input for each nozzle 
0 All nozzles have the same Q 
1 Q input for each nozzle 
0 All nozzles have same Z coordinates 
1 Z input for each nozzle 
8FlO 5) 
Particle density, Kg/m3 
Nozzle X coordinate (ignored if N2D = 1), 
semispans 
UDO, VDO, Initial particle velocity relative to 
WDO the aircraft fixed coordinate system, 
nondimensional with respect to U 





Constant by which default error limits 
are multiplied, normally set equal to one 
Material landing beyond + this value are 
considered drift, semispans 
Card 11: (Formant 8F10.5) 
YNOZ Y coordinate of each nozzle (NOOL values) , 
semispans 
Card 12. (Format 8F10.5) 
SIZE Particle sizes input to represent distri-
bution (NROW values), microns 
Card 13: (Format 8F10.5) 
DIAMN Hedian particle diameter, microns 
Input one value if NDIAMN = 0 
Input NCOL values if NDIAMN = 1 
Card 14: (Format 8F10 5) 
STDEV Standard deviation of particle size 
distribution, microns 
Input one value if NSTDEV = 0 
Input NCDL values if NSTDEV = 1 
Card 15. (Format 8F10. 5) 
Q Nozzle flow rate, unit volume/semispan 
along flight path 
Input one value if NQ = 0 
Input NCOL values if NQ 1 
Card 16 (Format 8F10 5) 
ZNOZ Z coordinate of nozzle, semispan 
Input one value if NZNOZ = 0 
Input NCOL values if NZNOZ = 1 
Cards 1-16 may be repeated to run several cases simultaneously. 
Output 
The program first outputs all the basic input data. The 
variables output are all in the same units as the corresponding 
inputs. After this initial listing, the output depends primarily 
on only the choice of NDIST and NPRINT. The program's calculated 
output is all dimensionless unless indicated otherwise. 
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For the NDIST = 1 case and NPRINT = 1, the distribution from 
each individual nozzle is listed. The output is self explanatory, 
note that concentration has units of volume per semispan squared. 
If more than one particle size lands at the same lateral position, 
YG, the diameter, DIA, column is omitted. The rest of the output 
is the same for both the NPRINT = 0 and 1 options A table 
including the input values for each nozzle is output along with 
the drift in percent of total for each nozzle. Next a trajectory 
summary listing all the trajectories calculated is included before 
the final distribution The final distribution is a compilation 
of the distributions from all nozzles and is output in 0.01 semi-
span increments. The total drift given is in percent of total 
material and is weightcu by the volume flow rate of each nozzle. 
As a check, the total material reaching the tarjet area is also 
given. This is determined by a simple trapezoidal integration of 
the final integration and is meant only as a check. The accuracy 
of this estimate will be low for complicated distributions. 
For the single particle trajectory calculations of NDIST = 0 
the output is simple for NPRINT = O. Here the initial inputs are 
output as before, followed by the final value of the variables in 
their normal units. The final values include particle position, 
velocity, droplet diameterforNEVAP = 1, and the nondimensional 
time, T, required for the trajectory. This output is repeated 
for each particle trajectory. 
If the user selects NPRINT = 1, all the dependent variables 
and the independent variable, T, are output at each time step in 
the integration process, This can result in a great many lines 
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in some cases, Since so many combinations of variables are 
possible depending of the user options selected, no header is 
provided for this output. The variables are output in the fol-
lowing manner. Column 1 is always the step number and 2 the 
nondimensional time, T. Columns 3-6 always contain, the lateral 
position, Y, the lateral velocity, VD, the vertical position, Z, 
and the vertical velocity, WD If the run is 3-D, columns 7 and 
8 contain the streamwise position, X, and the corresponding 
velocity, UD. If NEVAP = 1 the last column always contains the 
current droplet diameter. The columns between WD or UD and the 
droplet diameter contain the vortex and propeller slipstream 
position. If options are selected making the entire flowfield 
transport laterally, the columns will be Y and Z coordinate of 
the left, then right trailing vortex and then the Y and Z position 
of the propeller slipstream. If all these variables are not pre-
sent, the initial values make it clear which one is being output. 
Error Messages 
The program provides several internal error messages and 
warnings. These messages and the most likely user actions 
needed to correct the problem are given here 
I MESSAGE COl1MENT 
t1ax Number of Runs Exceeded Number of Particle Tra] ectories 
Before Drift Calculation Com- Exceeds 15, Reduce NROW or 
pleted (E) Increase DERR 
Trajectory Terminated, Propel- Particle Considered Drift 
1er Slipstream Entrainment (W) 
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MESSAGE 
DO Loop, Parameter Exceeded in 
SUB2D (E) 
Trajectory Completed, Z less 
Than Zero 
Trajectory Terminated, Vortex 
Entrainment (H) 
DO Loop Parameter Exceeded in 
SUB3D(E) 
NVAR Incorrect(E) 
Cubic Spline P~oEplem Nozzle 
No DIA = t ) 
Insufficient Data To Calculate 
Distribution (E) 
Insufficient Data To Estimate 
Drift, Nozzle No. Drift Set 
Equal To Zero (E) 
HDR Exceeded DO Loop in INCON 
(E) 
Right Endpoint in INCON Incor-
rect (E) 
DO Loop Parameter in INCON 
Exceeded (E) 
(E) ERROR (~.J) WARNING 
COMMENT 
Number of Steps Exceeds 1000, 
Increase EPS 
Normal Trajectory Termination 
Particle Considered Drift 
Number of Steps Exceeds 1000, 
Reduce EPS 
Illegal Combination of Options 
Cubic Spline Provides Poor Fit 
to Trajectory Data, Change 
Error Parameters or Input Par-
ticle Diameters 
Not Enough Trajectories to 
Cubic Spline Particle Diameters 
for NEVAP = 1 Case, Change 
Input Particle Diameter 
(Same as Above) 
Error in 2D Initial Droplet 
Velocity Calculation, Input Non 
Zero Initial Velocity, Often 
Due to Illegal Input 
(Same as Above) 
(Same as Above) 
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Sample Cases 
Five sample cases have been provided in Appendix A. These 
cases are intended both as examples and as check cases after the 
program has been installed on a new system. The complete input, 
output, and plots are given for each of the cases. With the use 
of the input and output descriptions in this section, the cases 
should be self explanatory. 
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V SUMHARY 
A method has been developed and ;] computer program written 
to predict the dispersal of aerial sprays from agricultural air-
craft. The method has been compared to early analytical results 
and recent experimental studies and found to compare well with 
these results A user's manual for the program including sample 
cases and FORTRAN program listing have been provided The code 
was written to alloH the flexibility to install a more sophisti-
cated wake nodel to increase the usefullness of the program. 
The computer program provides a useful tool to aid in agricultural 
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INPUT l1AIN I Tape Storage: 
I I I 
1- SUB2D SUB3D PLOT 1 
I 
I I I r1 TNCON I 










N2D=2 - X 
N3D=1 - -
N3D=2 - -




NDIST X X 
NPRINT v X .i\. 
NPLOT X X 
X Allowable Option 
- Unacceptable Option 
N3D=1 N3D=2 NEVAP NPROP2 NCW NTUN NDIST\ NPLOT NPRINT 
- - x x x x x x X 
- -
x - - - x x X 
x - x x x - x x X 
- x x - - - x x X 
X X X X v A X X X X 
X - X X X X X X X 
X - X X X - X X X 
- - X X - X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X 
X X X x Xl X X X X 
, 
Figure 9. Prog~am Option Available 
APPENDIX A 
FIVE S~~PLE CASES 
All five sets of input data are listed first, then each 





ASP TEST LASE I 
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ASp TEc;T LASE ? 
1 
1000UOll 
6. .6 6.096 
1.?25Eno 
1 ~ 1 1 






























































A<;P TEST I.ASE 4 
1 
1 o 0 0 U 1 1 0 1.E-5 
6. .6 6.096 53.03C; 9.8066 .8 .5 
1.;>25fOO 1.7932E-5 o. 36.576 
1 6 1 1 
1000. u. O • O. O. 4.0 1. 5. 
• 40 





A<;P TEST I.I<<;E t; 
1 
W 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1.E-5 
'-0 101352.1 « J.I\'l'l9 1'1.1333 
.C;O 1.791 17.93 O. 6.079 .20 
6. .6 6.~9F. 51.03<; 9.a066 .8 .5 
1.;>2<;.no 1.7937E-5 1.0 O. 
3 f> 1 1 
1000. u. O. o. O. 4.0 1. 5. 
-.10 u. .30 
600. JOO. ;><;n. 200. 150. 100. 
200. «00. <'on. 
0;,0. !>o. <;0. 
1. 1. 1 • 
.4 • 4 .4 
,-
OSU I AARL 
AERIAL SPRAY PROGRAM 
LAST UPDATE 2/1/81 
{ 
ASP TEST CAC;E 1 
PROGRAM CONTROL 
N?D= 0 '130= I NEvAP= a NPROP2= 1 NCW= 1 
( NTUN= 0 "'OI<;T= 0 NPRINT= 1 NPLOT= 1 EPS= 0.100000E-04 
( PARAMETER VALUES 
A= 6.0000 CL= 0."000 B= 6.0960 U= 53.0350 G= 9.8066 
zyo= 0.8000 7Z0= 0.5000 DA= 0.122500E+Ol vlS= 0.179320E-04 vcw= 2.5000 
0= 0.00 0 0 no= 1000.0000 
PROP2 INPUTS 
+-- ZPROP2= 0.50UO PKl= 1.7930 PK?= 17.9300 P1(3= 0.0000 "1(4= .,.0290 
0 RP= 0.2000 
I N I TI AL VALUE S 
x= 0.000000 V= 1).100000 Z= 0.400000 UD= o.OouOOO vo" 0.000000 
wo= 0.000000 OIA= 200.0000 
( I 0.00010 u.loooo 0.00003 0.40000 -0.00011 o.OOoou 0.001 4 2 O.IlOOOI 0.50000 -0.80000 0.50000 0.01)001 0.500QO 
2 0.00020 u.lo000 0.00005 0.40000 -0.00022 0.00000 0.00283 0.80002 0.50000 -0.79999 0.50000 0.00001 0.499'>9 
3 0.00116 u.lo000 0.00030 0.40000 -0.00124 0.00001 0.01625 0.80009 0.50000 -0.79994 0.50000 0.00007 0. 4 9996 
4 0.00?!2 0.10000 0.00054 U.40000 -0.00225 o.OOOOJ 0.02937 O.(J0016 0.49999 -0.79990 0.49999 0.00013 0. 4 9993 
5 0.0030 8 u.l0000 0.00071 0.39999 _0.00323 0.00007 0.04219 0.80024 0.49999 -0.79985 0.49999 0.00019 0.49990 
6 0.00472 0.10000 0.00116 0.39999 -0.00487 0.00015 0.06347 0.(J0036 0.49998 -0.79977 0.4999A 0.00O?9 0. 49985 
7 (T.00636 u.l000l 0.00153 0.39998 -0.00644 0.00027 0.OA395 0.IlU049 0.499'l/l -0.79970 0.4999A 0.00040 0.49980 
A O.OOAoI u.IOOOI 0.OOIA9 0.39997 -0.007'7 0.00043 0.10368 0.1'10062 0.49997 -0.79962 0.49991 0.000<;0 0.49975 
'I 0.009('5 U.l000l 0.00224 0.39995 -0.00945 0.00061 0.1?269 0.1l0074 0.4'19'11 -0.79954 0.49997 0.00060 0.49970 
10 0.01185 U.l000? 0.002"8 0.399'13 -0.0113(, 0.00091 0.14711 0.80091 0.4999(, -0.79943 0.49991'> 0.00074 0. 4 9963 
II 0.01405 U.l0002 0.00310 0.39990 -0.01 3 21 0.00126 0.170 4 0 0.80108 0.49995 -0.79933 0.4999<; 0.00088 0.49957 
12 0.0162~ U.l0003 0.00350 0.19987 _0.uI499 0.00166 0.19263 0.1l0125 0.49994 -0.79922 0.49994 0.00101 0.49950 
13 0.01845 U.IOO04 0.0038fl 0.39984 -0.01671 0.00211 0.21387 0.8014? 0.49993 -0.19912 0.49991 0.00115 0.49943 
14 0.0222 5 0.10005 0.00449 0.J9977 -0.01957 0.0029~ 0.24H38 0.80171 0.49992 -0.79894 0.49992 0.00139 0.49931 
15 0.02605 U.I0007 0.00<;05 0.J9969 -0.02231 0.003:19 0.28043 0.H0200 0.49991 -0.79876 0. 4 9991 0.0016" 0.499;>0 
16 0.02986 U.IO~09 0.00':>57 0";9960 _0.0?494 0.00512 0.3102~ O. HOC29 0.4'19119 -0.7985 8 0.499H9 0.00H6 0.499J8 
17 0.033,,6 u.l0Hl 0.00(,06 0.399'>0 -0. on49 0.00635 0.33808 0.1.l0259 0.4'19ilA -0.79839 0.49 9 1:18 0.00210 0.4989/) 
Ifl 0.03146 U.l0014 0.00('50 0.39939 _0.0299A 0.00768 0.36411 0.U021l8 0.49987 -0.79R21 0. 49987 0.00233 0.49Afl" 
19 0.0 4 210 U.lnol7 0.00101 0.39924 _0.03294 0.00'1 4 4 0.39372 0.80324 0.49'195 -0.797 9 9 0.4991J5 0.002"" 0. 4 9870 
20 0.0467 4 U.lo020 0.00747 0.39908 _0.OJ'>B4 0.01 134 0.42117 0.8035 9 0.4<)9A3 -0.79717 0.499b3 0.00291 0. 4 9856 
21 0.0513 9 U.l00i'4 0.0071<9 0.39891 _0.03870 0.01335 0.441>70 O.tl0395 0.4991<2 -0.79755 0.4991J2 0.00320 0. 49842 
22 0.0560J V.loo?n 0.001121< u.39H72 _O.0415? O.0154H U.47052 0.80431 0.49980 -0.7'H33 0.4'1980 O.0034Q 0.49827 
?3 0.060(,7 U.lonl7 n.OOfll)4 0.j9H~3 _0.04412 0.01772 0.49281 0.1<0"(,6 0.4997A -0.19111 0.4997A 0.003711 0. 49 813 
2'> 0.072117 U.1n043 0.00945 0 • .397'14 _0.05157 0.02406 0.54516 O.tlO560 0.49974 -0.79652 0.49974 0.00454 0.49775 
?" 0.07A97 U.10049 0.009'10 0 • .39761 -0.05516 0.02745 0.56851 0.80607 0.49972 -0.79623 0.49972 0.O04'l2 0.49757 
27 0.08506 u.10055 0.01011 0.39727 -0.05673 0.030'J9 0.59031 0.80054 0.49910 -0.79594 0.49970 0.00529 0.497311 
2fl 0.09116 U.10061 0.01040 0.39690 -0.06228 0.03465 0.61073 0.80701 0.49968 -0.79565 0.49968 0.00567 0.49719 
29 0.09726 U.l0067 0.01065 0 • .39651 -0.06579 0.03843 0.62994 0.80748 0.49965 -0.79536 0.49965 0.00605 0.49700 
30 0.1070 9 U.I007A 0.01102 0'39583 -0.07136 0.04417 0.658 70 0.80873 0.49962 -0.79489 0.49962 0.00666 0. 49 670 
31 0.11692 0.100B9 11.01133 0.39511 -0.07679 0.05137 0.68515 0.80699 0.49959 -0.79442 0.49959 0.00728 0.49640 
32 0.12675 0.10100 0.01159 0.39433 -0.08703 0.05823 0.70963 0.80974 0.49955 -0.79396 0.49955 0.00789 0.49610 
33 0.13658 0.10112 0.011Bl 0.39349 -0.08105 0.065.32 0.73244 0.81050 0.49952 -0.793 4 9 0.49952 0.00850 0.49580 
34 0.14641 0.10123 0.01199 0.39261 -0.09119 0.07262 0.75318 0.81125 0.49948 -0.79302 0.49948 0.00911 0. 49 550 
35 0.15623 U.IOI35 0.01?14 0.39169 -0.09624 0.OBOI3 0.77381 0.81201 0.49945 -0.79255 0.49945 0.009l;? 0.49520 
36 0.170'l0 U.10153 0.01231 0.39023 -0.10?29 0.09169 0.80153 0.813l'1 0.49939 -0.79185 0.49939 0.01063 0.49415 
37 0.18556 U.lo\71 0.01242 0.38869 -0.10758 0.10363 0.82692 0.81427 0.49934 -0.79115 0.49934 0.01154 0.49430 
38 0.20023 0.10\90 0.01249 0.38708 -0.11?13 0.11593 0.85024 0.81539 0.49929 -0.790 45 0.4992Q 0.01245 0.49385 
39 0.21489 u.lo;>O(l 0.012<;1 0.36541 -0.11596 0.12856 0.87167 0.81652 0.49'l24 -0.78976 0.49924 0.01336 0.49340 
40 0.22 Q56 u.10;>26 0.01251 0.38368 -0.11910 0.141,,9 0.89137 0.61765 0.49919 -0.78906 0.4991Q 0.01427 0.49296 
41 0.244?2 0.10?45 0.01247 0.38192 -0.12163 0.15470 0.90948 0.B1878 0.49914 -0.78836 0.49914 0.0151fJ 0.49251 
42 0.26?15 0.10;>'>7 0.01240 0.37972 -0.12396 0.17119 0.9?'J65 0.82016 0.49907 -0.78751 0.49907 0.01630 0.49197 
43 0.2HOOB u.lo,>19 0.01231 0.37748 _0.12557 0.18802 0.94785 0.B2153 0.49901 -0.78665 0.49901 0.01741 0. 49 142 
44 0.29POl U.l0111 0.012?0 0.37522 -0.12656 0.20516 0.96427 0.82291 0.49895 -0.785BO O.49H95 n.01957 0. 4 9081' 
45 0.3159 4 u.10133 0.01207 0.37294 -0.12704 0.222:'9 0.97 9 11 0.82429 0.49889 -0.784 9 5 0.49889 0.01963 0.49033 
( 46 0.3311)7 u.I03<;4 0.01194 0.370b6 _0.1270'> 0.24026 0.99252 0.82567 0.49882 -0.78409 0.49882 0.02074 0. 4 8919 
47 0.35180 U.l0376 0.0118) 0.36B39 -0.12h79 0.251)17 1.00464 0,82705 0.49A76 -0.78324 0.4987(' 0.021115 0.48925 
4fl. 0.37972 1..1.10408 0.01160 0.36486 -0.12575 0.28646 1.02126 0.82920 0.49866 -0.78191 0.49866 0.02358 0. 18840 
49 0. 4 071'>'+ V.I0440 0.01141 0.36137 -0.1?42Q 0.31517 1.03552 0.ElJ135 0.49857 -0.78059 0.49857 0.02511 0.4875'> 
50 0.43S56 U.l047? 0.01123 0.35793 -0.12229 0.34426 1.04777 0.83349 0.49B47 -0.77926 0.49847 0.02704 0.48612 
51 0.4614!l \).10':;03 0.01109 0.354'54 -0.12012 0.37366 1.05830 0.83564 0.49837 -0.77793 0.491'37 0.021176 O.48581l 
( 52 0.49140 0.loS34 0.01097 0.35122 -0.11778 0.40334 1.06737 0.83779 0.49028 -0.77660 0.4982f) 0.03049 C.48504 
<'3 0.5193? 0.10':;(,4 O.OIOBB 0.34797 -0.11534 0.43325 1.07518 0.83994 0.49818 -0.71528 0.49818 0.03;>2;> 0.43421 
+' 54 0.~5757 U.I0",06 0.01082 0.34362 _0.11 190 0.47457 1.084 15 0.8"288 0.49805 -0.7134 6 0.49805 0.034~fl 0.40306 
r-' !o5 0.59583 0.10(,47 0.010>12 0.33941 -0.10B43 0.51619 1.09145 0.84~83 0.49791 -0.71165 0.49791 0.03694 0.48192 
')6 0.6340 9 U.IOI'>R9 0.01089 0.33532 -0.10500 0.55806 1.09736 0.fJ4877 0.~9778 -0.76983 0.491711 0.03930 0. 4 8070 
57 0.67235 u.I0731 0.01102 0.33137 -0.1016? 0.60014 1.10212 0.85112 0.49765 -0.76002 0.49765 n.0416~ 0.4796:' 
( 58 0.71060 0.10713 0.01121 0.32755 -0.09832 0.64238 1.10590 0.85466 0.49752 -0.76620 0.497:'? 0.04402 0.47b52 ) 
,9 o. HAe6 IJ.II}017 0.01147 0.3231:15 _0.09512 0.68474 1.\ 0885 0.1:I!>76l 0.49739 -0.76439 0.49739 0.04637 0. 1,1739 
60 0.8007 4 0.IOA77 0.01190 0.31902 -0.09093 0.74235 1.11175 0.tl6161 0.49721 -0.76193 0.49121 0.04956 0.475130 
C 61 0.8:'26 3 0.10940 0.01243 0.31441 -0.08690 0.80009 1.11358 0.86560 0.49704 -0.759 4 ; 0.49104 0.05275 0.47433 ) 62 0.90451 0.11001', 0.01306 U'31000 -0.0830? 0.85189 1.11 4 52 0.tl6960 0.4Q686 -0.75701 0.4968(' 0.05594 0. 47 282 
63 0. 95639 O.l1071i 0.0)377 0030519 -0.07929 0.91573 1.11'169 0.!l7360 0.49668 -0.75456 0.49668 0.05913 0. 4 7130 
, 6 .. 1.00A?R. 0.11\49 0.01457 0.30177 _0.07570 0.97355 1.11 420 0.07159 0.49651 -0.75210 O.49b!>1 0.06731 0.46980 
r,<, 1.06016 0.1J;>?7 0.1}1545 0.297113 -0.07226 1.03133 1.11315 0.88159 0.4963~ -0.74965 0.49634 0.06'549 0.4682'1 
6,> 1.130110 U.1114) 0.0)675 0.2-}2c,,9 _0.067'10 1.10990 1.11092 0.a8704 0.49610 -0.74631 0.49610 0.06981 0.46625 
• 
67 1.20144 U.1)464 O.oP1l4 0.28835 -0.06363 1.18827 1.10797 0.89240 0.49<;8b -0.7429 8 0.49586 0.07413 0.46423 ) Ml 1.27209 U .11 591 0.01959 0.?8399 -0.05'170 1.26642 1010 4 46 0.89793 0.4951'>3 -0.73964 0.49563 0.07845 0.46??1 
6'1 1.34?73 0.11741 0.02108 0.27990 -0.05624 1.34431 1.10055 0.90338 0.49539 -0.73631 0.49539 0.08276 0.46020 
{ 70 1.41337 U.11A95 0.0?257 0.27604 -0.05303 1.42191 1.09639 0.90883 0.49516 -0.7329 8 0.49516 0.08707 0.45820 
71 1.48401 U.1?060 0.07404 0.27240 -0.0.,013 1.49921 1.09209 0.91 4 28 0.49493 -0.72965 0.49493 0.09137 0.45621 
72 1.57953 U.I;>?99 0.025~6 0.26778 _0.04669 1.60324 1.08624 0.92165 0.4946? -0.72515 0.49462 0.09717 0.45353 
73 1.67504 u.12555 0.02717 0.?6346 _0.04314 1.70671 1.08048 0.92902 0.49431 -0.72066 0.49431 0.10297 0.45 087 
74 1.71055 U.l?A?9 0.0?946 0.25941 -0.04123 1.80'164 1.07496 0.93639 0.49400 -0.71617 0.49400 0.10876 0.44823 
75 1.8f>~06 0.1111n 0.03102 0.25557 -0.03911 1.91206 1.06973 0.94317 0.49369 -0.71168 0.4936'l 0.11454 0. 44 560 
71i 1.961r;tl 0.134?1 0.03244 0.25193 -0.03730 2.01399 1.06482 0.95114 0.49338 -0.70720 0.49338 0.12031 0.44299 
77 2.0£'133 0.111119 0.03404 0.24757 _0.03542 2.14116 1.05915 0.96039 0.49300 -0.701 5 9 0.49300 0.12153 0.43975 
18 2.2010<1 U.14;>35 0.03'545 0.24343 -0.033'l9 2.26768 1.05397 0.96965 0.4926? -0.69598 0.49262 0.13474 0. 4 3653 
79 2.32083 o .1466A 0.03"71 0.2394'5 -0.03263 2.39361 1.0492r; 0.97890 0.49225 -0.69037 0.49225 0.14194 0.43334 
IJO ?4405 8 0.15114 0.037'12 0.23560 _0.03 159 2.51900 1.04494 0.91J816 0.49187 -0.68478 0.49187 0.14912 0. 4 3017 .I 
81 2.56033 U .15513 0.038131 0.231H7 -0.03012 2.643H9 1.04098 0.99743 0.49150 -0.61918 0.49150 0.15628 0.42703 
H2 2.68008 U.l1\043 0.03970 0.?21:124 -0.02999 2.16A32 1.03132 1.00669 0.49113 -0.67360 0.49113 0.16343 0.42392 
tl3 2.83746 0.16676 0.04074 0.223!'!!! -0.0?919 2.93123 1.03268 1.01867 0.49065 -0.66626 0.49065 0.172Al 0.41987 
B4 2. 9 9485 U.ln?5 0.04161 0.21904 _0.02852 3.09346 1.02877 1.03106 0.49017 -0.65894 0.49017 0.16216 0.41581 
1:15 3.15274 U.17'l!H 0.04252 0.21460 -0.077'11'> 3.25501 1.0249 1 1.04.325 0.48970 -0.65162 0.48910 0.1914'l 0.41192 
86 3.30962 u.IR"61 0.04331 0.21024 _0.027 4 A 3.41609 1.02123 1.05545 0.48'l73 -0.~4432 0.48923 0.200H 0.40800 
87 3.46701 U.l0150 0.04405 0.205'15 -0.071U5 3.r;16:'3 1.01769 1.0b765 0.48A77 -0.63702 0.48877 0.21007 0.40414 
BH 3.62439 0.2004'l 0.04476 0.20172 _0.0?667 3.7364 .3 1.01424 1.07985 0.48831 -0.6£973 0.4A831 0.21932 0.40032 
R9 3.751R8 u.?n"23 0.04r;33 0.I'ltl34 _0.02640 3.A6556 1.01149 1.01)974 0.4!1793 -0.6231l4 0.48193 0.221'>1Q 0.39726 
" ,. ........ .., .. ", ...... 
'V ..l.' , .I. n' v. t \I t ...... U.O":;)'+j \1_,-"01 _U.UJ!f"l..lO -3.00..,)' • .I..V1.1.U' ~.U7"'':::'" u ..... Ottjo -U.OC::C71 U."OIO(1 V.~r:.I'1b U.J7~'O 
91 3.79186 U.cOAOo; 0.04549 0.19729 -0.02632 3.90597 1.01067 1.09284 0.48762 -0.62199 0.40787 0.72913 0.3%30 ) 
92 3.81903 11.20'129 0.040;0;9 0019657 _0.02627 3.93342 1.01014 1.09495 0.48774 -0.62073 0.48774 0.23072 0.39~66 
93 3.84620 u.210S3 0.04568 0.19586 -0.02621 3.9608 6 1.00964 1.09706 \).48766 -0.61948 0.48766 0.73?31 0.39';01 
94 3. 8 7337 0.21177 0.04571 0.19515 _0.02619 3.'18828 1.00917 1.09917 0.48758 -0.61822 0.4875A 0.23390 0.39437 ) 
95 3.95217 U.210;39 0.045'17 0.19309 _0.02607 4.0f>77f> 1.00793 1.10528 0.48736 -0.61459 0.4873f> 0.23850 0.39251 
% 4.03097 U.21901 0.04612 0.19104 _0.02598 4.14714 1.00687 1.11140 0.48713 -0.61095 0.48713 0.24310 0.3906f> 
r 97 4.10977 0.2n65 0.041,22 0.18899 -0.02588 4.226 44 1.00596 1.11752 0.48691 -0.60732 0.48691 0.24769 0.38382 
98 4.181357 0.2;>630 0.04628 0.18696 _0.02579 4.3051>8 1.00517 1.12364 0.48669 -0.60369 0.48669 0.25227 0.38699 
9'1 4.2908c U.73103 0.04630 0018433 _0.02567 4.40842 1.00430 1.13158 0.46640 -0.598913 0.481>40 0.25821 0.38464 
( 100 4.39308 U.21<;77 0.041,28 0.18171 _0.0~554 4.51108 1.00358 1.13953 0.48611 -0.59477 0.48611 0.26413 0.38230 
101 4.49533 0.24049 0.04622 0.17910 _0.02541 4.6131>6 1.00297 1.14747 0.485133 -0.58957 0.48583 0.27005 0.37998 
102 4.597<;9 0.24<;;>;> 0.0 4613 0.17651 _0.02526 4.71620 1.00246 1.15~42 0.48554 -0.58488 0.48554 0.27596 0.37768 
103 4.699(14 U.24'193 0.04600 0.17394 -0.02511 4.'3181>8 1.00204 1.16337 0.46521, -0.58018 0.48526 0.213185 0.37540 
104 4.874(11 U.20;7Q5 0.04';74 0.169~7 _0.02 483 4.99395 1.00147 1.11698 0.48478 -0.57216 0.48478 0.29191 0.37154 
105 5.04971 1I.2A'i93 0.04542 0.16525 _0.024 5 1 5.16913 1.00105 1.19059 0.48431 -0.56415 0.48431 0.30194 0.36773 
106 5.22473 0.271 A4 0.04506 U.16098 .0.02422 5.3442~ 1.00075 1.20421 0.41J384 -0.55615 0.48384 0.31193 0.36397 
107 5.39970 0.2R1A9 0.044A6 0.15617 .0.02191 5.51933 1.00052 1.21784 0.4!l337 _0.54816 0.48337 0.32190 0.3f>026 
1013 5.574(,() 0.2AQ47 0.04424 0015262 .0.Q2359 5.6'1437 1.00036 1.23147 0.48291 -0.54018 0.48291 0.331A3 0.35M)1 
109 5.84230 U.301?? 0.04356 0.14637 _0.02311 5.96208 1.00019 1.2~233 0.43222 -0.52800 0.4fl22;> 0.341\95 0.35111 
110 6.1099 4 U.3);>79 0.04285 0.1402~ _0.02263 6.22976 1.00009 1.27320 0.48153 -0.51584 0.48153 0.36201 0.34573 
111 6.3770;8 U.~2411\ 0.04211 0.13425 -0.0?217 6.49741 1.00003 1.29'+09 0.4808<; -0.50370 0.43085 0.37698 0.34047 
( 112 6.64523 0.31<;33 0.04135 0.12838 _0.02171 6.76506 1.00000 1.31'+99 0.48019 -0.49159 0.48019 0.19181' 0. 33531 ) 113 6.91287 U.34('29 0.04057 OolU63 -0.O21?7 7.03269 0.99998 I.J3590 0. 1,7953 _0.47950 0.47953 0.40670 0.33027 
114 7.18051 U.3<;704 0.03977 0.11699 _0.02UIl4 7.30033 0.Q9~96 1.3<;582 0.47388 -0.467 4 4 0.47a8~ 0.42145 0.32534 
( 115 7.55511 U.37173 0.03863 0'10930 -0.0?O26 7.67491 0.99996 1.33613 0.47199 -0.45059 0.4779'1 0.44196 0.31861 ) 116 7.92'170 u.31l'i98 0.03745 0010131 _0.01971 8.04949 0.99996 1.41546 0.47712 -0.43379 0.47112 0.46231 0.31208 
~ 117 8.30430 u.3qq78 0.03624 0.09453 -0.019Ifl 8.42407 0.99996 1.44481 0.41627 _0.41704 0.47627 0.48251 0.30574 
N ( 118 8.67890 0.41313 0.03500 0.011744 -0.011l67 8.79866 0.99997 1.47419 0.47543 -0.40033 0.47543 0.50256 0.29960 ) 
119 9.05349 U.4?AOO 0.03371 0.08053 -0.01A19 9.17324 0.99997 1.50359 0.47461 -0.383 66 0.47461 0.52246 0.29364 
170 9.42809 U.411138 O.03?38 0.07381 -0.01173 9.5478J 0.99997 1.53302 0.47380 -0.36703 0.47380 0.54220 0.28786 
( 121 10.05584 u.457Q8 0.03005 0.062'11 -0.01700 10.1755 6 0.99998 1.58237 0.47249 -0.33926 0.47249 0.57494 0.27856 
122 10. 6835 9 U.47607 0.o?756 0.05246 _0.01631 10.A0329 0.99998 1.63180 0.47123 -0.31161 0.47123 0.60725 0.26972 
123 11.31133 U.4q;>54 0.02486 0.04a42 _0.0151\7 11.43103 0.99998 1.68128 0.47000 -0.?8407 0.,41000 0.63913 0.26131 
( 124 11.93908 u.507?3 0.021'10 0.03277 -0.01506 12.058 77 0.99999 1.73082 0.46R82 -0.25664 0.~6882 0.67058 0.25331 125 12.56683 U.51Q95 0.01 R<;7 0.02350 _0.0144A 12.68651 0.99999 1.78042 0.46757 -0.22931 0.46767 0.70160 0.24570 
126 13.19458 U.51041 0.01464 0.01459 -0.01390 13.31425 0.99999 1.83008 0.41>656 -0.20209 0.46651; 0.73219 0.2384'5 
( 127 13.53726 U.510;00 0.01209 0.00988 _0.01359 13.65593 0.99999 1.85721 0.46597 -0.18728 0.46597 0.74B72 0.23463 ) U8 13.791123 u.5HAA 0.00982 0.00637 -0.01333 13.9178~ 0.99999 1.81788 0.46553 -0.17601 0.46553 0.76127 0.231BO 
129 13.98(,49 U.51Q<;3 0.00788 0.00388 _0.01313 14.10615 0.99999 1.89280 0.46521 -0.16790 0.46521 0.77019 0.2297A 
( 130 14.09471 U.54032 0.00657 0.00247 -0.01 3 01 14.2143!:1 0.99999 1.90138 0.41>503 -0.16324 0.46503 0.77533 0.22854 ) 131 14.17140 U.5407A 0.00548 0.00147 -0.01291 14.29106 0.99999 1.9074(, 0.46491 -0.15994 0.46491 0.7789f- 0.22783 
1 ~2 14.22379 U.~4104 0.00462 0.00080 _0.0128~ 14.34345 0.99999 1.91162 0.4641'12 -0.157 58 0.46482 0.78144 0.22729 
( 133 14.250,,7 U.5411.., 0.00410 0.00045 -0.01c77 14.37034 0.99999 1.91375 0.46478 -0.15653 0.46478 0.71'1271 0.22701 1.14 14.26808 U.54123 0.00372 0.00023 -0.01274 14.38775 0.99999 1.91~13 0.41>475 -0.15578 0.4647'i 0.78354 0.22f>82 
13~ 14.27A11 U.54126 0.00347 0.00010 -0.01271 14.39718 0.99999 1.91593 0.46473 -0.15535 0.46473 0.78401 0.22672 
136 14.28217 U.~412A 0.00335 O.OOOO~ _0.01270 14.40184 0.99999 1.91675 0.46473 -0.15517 0.46473 0.78420 0.22668 ) 
137 14.28461 0.541?8 0.00328 0.00002 -0.01269 14.40428 0.99999 1.91644 0.46472 -0.15507 0.46472 0.78432 0.22665 
13fl 14.28627 0.54129 0.00321 0.00000 -0.01268 14.40594 0.99999 1.91657 0.46472 -0.15500 0.46H7 0.78440 0.22664 
( 139 14.2879 3 u.'541?Q 0.00314 -0.00002 -0.01268 14.4071>0 0.99999 1.91670 0.46472 -0.15492 0.46477 0.78447 0.22662 
•••• TRAJECTORY COMPLETFO. 7 LESS THAN ZERO •• -. 
FINAL VALUES 
x= 14.405961 y= 0.'541290 z= 0.000000 un= 0.999992 VD= 0.003211 ) 















































O'>U I AARl 
AERIAL SPRAY PROGRAM 






















































































0.4410~1[+03 0.11056 4(-03 















0.191 409E+03 0.13~313E+Ol 




















0.IJ59?4E+03 0.14809 4E+00 
0.13 41 01E+03 0.133837~+00 
0.133561E+03 0.1?103 4 E+OO 



































0.11 0 00 OE+O 1 
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YG CO~CENTRATION YG CONCENTRATION YG CONCENTRA TlON YG CONCENTRATION YG CONCENTRATION 
0.64 0.11 0~64E-03 0.60; 0.408700E-03 0.66 0.126168E-02 0.67 0.334558E-02 0.68 0.779771E-02 
0.69 0.1628U9E_01 0.70 0.309327£-01 0.71 0.5418~9£-01 0.72 0.884828£-01 0.73 0.135946£+00 
0.74 0.198U1~E+OO 0.75 0.275513E+00 0.7f', 0.367965£+00 0.77 0.474192£+00 0.78 0.592145£+00 
0.79 O.7191J4E+nO 0.80 0.851925£+00 0.81 0.987170£+UO 0.82 0.112161£+01 0.83 0.125221£+01 
0.84 001376~4E+nl 0.85 0.14911l0E+Ol 0.86 0.159689£+01 0.87 0.169039E+Ol 0.88 0.17715 4£+01 
0.89 0.184UUOE+01 0.90 0.18955'1£+01 0.91 0.193848£+01 0.92 0.196920£+01 0.93 0.198850£+01 
0.94 0.199lC3E+01 0.95 0.199634[+01 0.96 0.198681£+01 0.97 0.196964E+Ol 0.98 0.194580£+01 
0.99 0.191 6 22E+Ol 1.00 0.188178£+01 1.01 0.184330E+Ol 1.02 0.180153E+Ol 1.03 0.175716£+01 
( 1.04 00171U 19E+Ol 1.05 o .166297E+Ol 1.06 0.161418E+Ol 1.07 0.156483E+Ol 1.08 0.15153 6 £+01 1.09 0.1466~6E+Ol 1.10 0.141774E+Ol f.ll 0.136998E+Ol 1.12 0.132313E+Ol 1.13 o .127730E+Ol 
1.14 0.123~5QE+Ol 1.15 0.118905E+Ol 1.16 0.114675E+Ol 1.17 0.110572E+Ol 1.18 0.106597E+Ol 
( 1.19 0.1027~?E+Ol 1.20 0.9903,.,5E+OO 1.21 0.954498£+00 1.22 0.919905E+00 1.23 0.886566E+00 
1.24 0.A54457E+00 1.25 0.82350;IE+00 1.26 0.793816E+00 1.27 0.765;>22[+00 1.28 0.737734 E+00 
1.29 0.711Jl1E+oO 1.30 0.685937E+00 1.31 0.661557E+OO 1.32 0.638143E+00 1.33 0.615658£+00 
1.34 0.594U69[+00 1.35 0.573341E+00 1.36 0.553441E+00 1.37 0.534334E+00 1.38 0.515991E+00 
1. 39 0.4<18J79E+00 1.40 0·481469E+00 1.41 0.465232E+00 1.42 0.449639E+00 1.43 0.434664 E+00 
1.44 0.420~80E+00 1.45 0.406463E+00 1.46 0.393188E+00 1."7 0.380433E+00 1.41l 0.368114E+00 
1.4'1 0.356J92E+OO 1.50 0.345064E+00 1.51 0.334066E+00 1.52 0.323321E+00 1.53 0.312838E+00 
1.54 0.3026~4E+oO 1.55 0.2926A3E+00 1.56 0.c83019E+00 1.57 0.;>73632E+00 1.58 0.264523E+00 
1.59 0.255689E+00 1.60 0.24712AE+00 1.61 0.238838E+00 1.62 0.230813E+00 1.63 0.223049E+00 
( 1.64 0.215~42E+00 1.65 0.208284E+OO 1.66 0.201271E+00 1.67 0.194496E+00 1.68 0.187953E+00 1.69 0.1816J6E+00 1.70 0.175537E+00 1.71 0.169650E+00 1.72 0.163969£+00 1.73 0.158487E+00 
1.74 0.153197£+00 1.75 0.148094E+00 1.76 0.143170E+00 1.77 0.138419E+00 1.78 O. }33837E+00 
1.7'1 0.129 4 15E+QO 1.110 0.125150[+00 1.81 0.121034[+00 1.82 o .117063E+00 1.83 0.113232[+00 
+-- 1.84 0.1095J4[+00 1.85 0.1059"6[+00 1.86 0.102522E+00 1.87 0.991974E-Ol 1.88 0.959882[-01 
'-l I.R9 0.928897[-01 1.90 0.898979E-Ol 1.91 0.870086E-Ol 1.92 0.842382E-Ol 1.93 0.816006E-Ol 
1.94 0.790680[_01 1.'10; 0.766933E-Ol 1.96 0.744098£-01 1.97 O. 72?311E-0 1 1.98 0.70151 4E-Ol ) 1.99 0.681652[-01 2.00 0.662675E-Ol 2.01 0.644532E-Ol 2.02 0.627181E-Ol 2.03 0.610577E-Ol 
2.04 0.59466.!E-Ol 2.05 0.579458E-01 2.06 0.564870E-Ol 2.07 0.550886E-Ol 2.0B 0.537473E-Ol 
( 2.09 0.5.!46U4E_Ol 2.10 0.512251E-Ol 2.11 0.500387£-01 2.12 0.488990£-01 2.13 0.418034E-Ol 2.14 0.467~UOE_Ol 2.15 0.457366E-Ol 2.16 0.447614E-Ol 2.17 0.438225E-Ol 2.18 0.429181E-Ol 
2.19 0.420468E_Ol 2.20 0.41206f1E-01 2.21 0.403969E-01 2.22 0.396155E-Ol 2.23 0.38861 4E-Ol 
( 2.24 0.3813J4E-Ol 2.20; 0.374303E-Ol 2.26 0.367510E-Ol 2.27 0.360944E-Ol 2.28 0.354595E-Ol 
2.29 0.348 4 54E-ol 2.30 0.342512E-Ol 2.31 0.336761E-Ol 2.32 0.331191E-Ol 2.33 0.325796E-Ol 
2.34 0.32056910-01 2.35 0.315501E-Ol 2.36 0.310587E-Ol 2.37 0.305821E-Ol 2.38 0.301195E-Ol 
l 2.39 0.2967U5E-Ol 2.40 0.292346E-Ol 2.41 o .288111E-0 1 2.42 0.283996E-Ol 2.43 0.279996E-Ol ) 2.44 0.?76107E_Ol 2.45 0.2723?5E-Ol 2.46 0.268645E-Ol 
( TOTAL ORIFT= 0.5580J2E+Ol ) 
TOTAL= 0.Q44312E+Oc 












































OSU I AARl 
AERIAL SPRAY PROGRAM 
































SINGLE DROPLET LATlRAL nISPLACEMENT ) 
NOZZLEI I 
YG OIA DIAG 
0.566534F+00 0.6UOOoOE+01 0.5987 tl 6E+03 
0.786095E+OO 0.JUOOOOE+01 0.2975b5E+03 
0.892304E+00 0.<!!>0000E+03 0.247031E+03 
( 0.108410[+01 O.<!UOOOOF+OJ 0.196103E+03 
0.155559E+Ol 0.150000E+03 0.143102E+03 
0.2010485E+Ol 0.!JIH"'4E+03 0.1193"2[+03 
( 0.235994[+01 0.1273;>QE+03 0.109949[+03 ) O.OOOOOOE+Ol O.uuOOOOE+Ol O.OOOOOUE+Ol 
O.OOOOOOE+Ol O.UUOOOOE+Ol O.OOOOOOE+Ol 
(" O.OOOOOOE+Ol O.UUOOOOE+Ol O.OOOOOUE+Ol ,) O.OOOOOOE+Ol O.IIUOOOOE+Ol O.OOOOOOE+Ol 
0.000000[+01 O.UUOOOOE+Ol O.OOOOUOE+Ol 
( O.OOOOOOE+Ol O.OUOOOOE+Ol O.OOOOOOE+Ol ) O.OOOOOOE+Ol O.OUOOOOE+Ol O.OOooOOE+Ol 












FINAL DISTRIBUTION 'I 
YO CONCENl RIIT I ON YG CONCENTRA TION YG CONCENTRA nON YG CONCE"'TRA lION YG CONcENTRATION 
0.64 0.1241U9E-03 0.65 0.445961E-03 0.66 0.134425E-02 0.67 0.349339E-02 0.68 0.800428E-02 
,) 
0.69 0.164709E-01 0.70 0.3090A8E-01 o. T1 0.535747E-01 0.72 0.8('6979E-01 0.73 0.132177E+00 
0.74 0.1913U8E+OO 0.75 0.264595E+00 0.76 0.351662E+00 0.77 0.451289E+00 0.78 0.561524E+00 
") 0.79 0.679842E+oo O.AO 0.803113E+00 0.81 0.928154E+00 0.82 0.105193E+01 0.1l3 0.117164E+Ol 
0.B4 0.1284'>10E+Ol 0.B5 o • 138974E+0 1 0.86 o • 148466E +01 0.87 0.156864E+01 0.88 0.164107E+01 
0.89 0.170174E+ol 0.90 0.175078E+Ol 0.91 0.178863E+01 0.92 0.181580E+01 0.93 0.1 8 3294E+01 l 0.94 0.IH407AE+ol 0.'15 0.184014E+01 0.96 0.183185E+01 0.97 0.181677E+Ol 0.98 0.179573E+Ol 
0.99 0.1769~lE+Ol 1.00 U.173887E+Ol 1.01 0.170452E+Ol 1.02 0.166711E+01 1.03 0.162724 E+01 
1.04 0.I~tl~43E+Ol 1.0'; Ool54217E+Ol 1.06 0.149790E+Ol 1.07 0.1452 9 71:.+01 1.08 0.1 4 0773E+01 ) 1.09 0.136 c 4 4E+Ol 1.10 0.131730E+Ol 1.11 0.127254E+ol 1.12 0.122836E+01 1.13 0.11 8 492[+01 
1.14 0.)l42.HE+Ol 1.15 0.1l0061E+01 1.16 0.106032E+01 1.17 0.102097E+01 1.18 0.962809E+00 
( 1.19 0.q45863E+oo 1.20 0.9101';lE+00 1.21 0.875679E+00 1.?2 0.842445E+00 1.23 0.A10440[+00 ) 1.24 0.779645E+00 1.25 0.750041[+00 1.26 0.721601[+00 1.27 0.694295E+00 1.28 0.668093[+00 
1.29 0.642961E+00 1.30 0.618865[+00 1.31 0.595770[+00 1.32 0.573638[+00 1.33 0.55243 6[+00 
f 1.34 0.5321c6E+00 1.15 0.512674E+00 1.36 0.494045[+00 1.37 0.476205[+00 1.38 0.459121E+00 ) 1.39 0.44276UE+oo 1.40 0.427091E+00 1.41 0.412084[+00 1.42 0.397710E+00 1.43 0.383941E+00 
1.44 0.370149E+00 1. 45 0035810BE+00 1.46 0.345994E+00 1.47 0.334383E+00 1.48 0.323252E+00 
( 1.49 0.312579E+oo 1.50 0.302342E+00 1.51 0.292523E+00 1.52 0.283103E+00 1.53 0.27 4 062E+00 ) 1.54 0.265Jtl41:.+00 1. ';'; 0.257052E+00 1.56 0.249039E+00 1.57 0.241244[+00 1.58 0.233645[+00 
1.59 0.2262 J 9E+oo 1.60 0.219023E+OO 1.61 0.211994E+00 1.62 0.205151E+00 1.63 0.1 9 8490E+00 
f 1.64 o ol92UUAE+oo 1.6'; 0.lA5704E+00 1.66 0.179573E+UO 1.67 0.173614[+00 1.68 0.167824[+00 ) 1.69 0.162C uOE+00 1.70 0.156739E+00 1.71 0.1514391:.+00 1.72 0.146296E+00 1.73 0.141308E+00 
1.74 0.136411E+oo 1.75 0.1317A3E+00 1.76 0.127240[+00 1.77 0.122840E+00 1.78 0.118579[+00 
( 1.79 0.114 455E+oO 1.80 0.1l0463E+00 1.Al 0.106601[+00 1.82 0.1021l66E+00 1.83 0.992536E-Ol ) V1 1.84 0.9~1618E_Ol 1.A5 0.923869E-ol 1.A6 0.891259[-01 1.87 0.859154E.-Ol 1.88 0.A29325E-01 
t-' 1.89 0.199'>1~9E-Ol 1.90 0.771566E-01 1.91 0.744176E-01 1.92 0.717131E-01 1.93 0.692221E-01 
(' 1.94 0.667~99E-ol 1.95 0.643tl42E-01 1.96 0.620922E-Ol 1.97 0.598811E-Ol 1.98 0.51 1462E-01 ) 1.99 0.5569U9E_Ol 2.00 0.537067E-Ol 2.01 0.517930E-Ol 2.02 0.499474E-01 2.03 0.481675E-Ol 
2.04 0.464509E_Ol 2.05 0.447997E-Ol 2.06 0.432341E-U1 2.07 0.411';21E-01 2.08 o .403504E-01 
( 2.09 0.390<!~1E-Ol 2.10 O. 3776<;OE-0 1 2.11 0.365733E-Ol 2.12 0.354437[-01 2.13 0.3 43124E-Ol ) 
2.14 0.3335 6 2E_Ol 2.15 0.323918[-01 2.16 0.314761E-Ol 2.17 0.3G6064E-01 2.18 o .291799E-0 1 
2.19 0.2f19942E-ol 2.20 0.282470E-Ol 2.21 0.215361E-01 2."2 0.268593E-Ol 2.23 0.262148[-01 
2.24 0.2!:>60U1E_Ol 2.2'; 0.250153E-Ol 2.26 0.244571E-Ol 2.?7 0.239245E-Ol 2.28 0.234160E-Ol 
2.29 0.2293U4E-01 2.30 0.224664[-01 2.31 0.220229[-01 2.32 0.<'159861:.-01 2.33 0.211926[-01 
2.34 0.2080J8E-Ol 2.35 0.204314E-Ol 
TOTAL DRIFT= 0.?124 14E+02 






































































































OSU I AARL 
AERIAL SPRAY PROGRAM 



































YO CONClNTHATII1N VG CONCENTRATION YG CONCENTRA TI ON YG CONCEN TR A TI ON YG CONCENTRA TI ON 
( 
0.64 U .1176" 7E-03 0.65 0.4314;>OE-03 0.66 0.13;>101E-02 0.67 0.347890E-02 0.66 0.806143E-02 
") 
0.69 0.167"63E_01 0.70 0.316871E-01 0.71 0.553080E-01 0.72 0.900375E-01 0.73 0.137970E+00 
0.74 0.200565l+00 0.75 0.27!:l435E+00 0.76 0.371242E+00 0.77 0.477720E+00 0.78 0.595802E+00 
0.79 0.722!tl1E+OO 0.110 0.855J96E+00 0.81 0.990285E+00 0.82 0.112419E+01 0.83 0.125410E+01 
0.84 0.1377 J 'l!::+01 0.115 0.14918AE+01 0.86 0.1595'HE+Ol 0.87 0.168829E+01 0.88 0.176829E+01 
0.69 0.183!>!>9F.+OI 0. 9 0 0.169011E+Ol 0.91 0.193209E+Ol 0. 9 2 0.196208E+01 0.93 0.198083E+Ol 
0.94 0.19!l918l+01 0.9<; 0.1981l0'lE+01 0.96 0.197B!>lE+Ol 0.97 0.1'l6144E+01 0.98 0.193781E+01 
0.99 0.1'l0854E+OI 1.00 0.1874<;lE+Ol 1.01 0.lB3650E+01 1.02 O.179526E+01 1.03 0.1751 4 5E+OI 
1.04 0.170567E+o1 1.05 0.16:>845E+OI 1.06 O.161025E+01 1.07 0.15~150E+01 1.0B 0.151260E+Ol ) 1.09 0.146 4U 3E+Ol 1.10 0.141601E+01 1.11 0.136872E+Ol 1.12 0.132?30E+Ol 1.13 0.127688E+Ol 
1.14 0.123~!>3F.+ol 1.15 0.118933E+01 1.16 0.114733E+Ol 1.17 0.110657E+Ol 1.18 0.106707E+Ol 
( 1.19 0.1028!l4E+OI 1.20 0.99188~E+00 1.21 0.956193E+00 1.?2 0.921753E+00 1.?3 0.1l88547E+00 ) 1.24 0.1156552£+00 1.25 0.!l25743E+00 1.26 0.7'l609IE+00 1.?7 0.767564E+00 1.;>8 0.740131E+00 
1.29 O. 7137:>7F +1)0 1.30 U.688409E+00 1.31 0.664052E+00 1.32 0.640652E+00 1.33 0.618174E+00 
( 1. J4 0.<;96!>Cl4E+oO 1.35 0.57584I3E+00 1.36 0.555935E+00 1.37 o .536811E+OO 1.38 0.518445E+00 ) 1.39 0.500807E+00 1.40 0.4A38F,1:lE+00 1.41 0.467598E+00 1.42 0.451970E+00 1.43 0.436958E+00 
1.44 0.4225J5E+oO 1.45 0.408677E+00 1.46 0.395361E+00 1.47 0.382563E+00 1.48 0.370261E+00 
1.49 0.3'HI4J5E+OO 1.50 n.3470f,3E+00 1.51 0.336030E+00 1.52 0.325237E+00 1.53 0.314697E+00 ) 1.54 0.304418E+OO 1.55 0.294405E+00 1.56 0.284664E+00 1.57 0.275197E+00 1.58 0.266004E+00 
1.59 0.?570!l4F+00 1.60 0.248437E+00 1.61 0.c!40058E+00 1.62 0.;>31946E+00 1.63 0.?24095E+00 
1.64 0.216!>U1E+00 I.f,<; 0.20'l1<;8E+00 1.66 0.20;>061E+00 1.67 0.1'l5('04E+00 1.68 0.181l580E+00 ) 1.69 0.182184E+00 1.70 0.17600'lE+00 1.71 0.170048E+00 1.72 0.164295E+00 1.73 0.1 58 743E+00 
1.74 00l53386E+oo 1.75 0.14821IlE+00 1.76 0.143231E+00 1.77 0.138420E+OO 1.78 0.133779E+00 
Ln 1.79 0.129J02E+no 1.AO 0.12491'2E+00 1.81 0.120815E+00 1.82 0.116794E+00 1.83 0.112915E+OO ) 
.p- I.A4 O.10'H71E+OO 1.85 0.105559E+00 1.86 0.102073E+00 1.87 0.987078E-01 1.88 0.'l54596E-01 
1.89 0.9?3~J9E-01 1.90 0.89;>9~3E-01 1.91 0.863727E-Ol 1.92 o .835671E-Ol 1. 'l3 0.808973E-01 
1.94 0.783~~4F-n1 1.95 O.759341E-01 1.96 0.736265E-01 1.'l7 O.714261E-01 1.98 0.693269E-01 , 
1.99 0.673~32E-01 2.00 0.654097E-01 2.01 0.635815E-Ol 2.02 0.618341E-01 2.03 0.601629E-01 
2.04 0.585b 4 oE-ol 2.05 0.57033"E-01 2.06 0.555678E-01 2.07 0.541f,35E-01 2.06 0.<;26176E-01 
;>.09 0.51!>269E-01 ('.10 0.5028117E-01 2.11 0.491003E-Ol 2.12 0.479593E-01 2.13 0.468633E-Ol ) 
2.14 0.45fHUOE_oI 2.15 0.447975E-01 2.16 0.438237E-01 2.17 0.428El67E-01 2.16 0.419848E-01 
2.19 0.411164F.-01 2.20 0.40279I1E-01 2.<'1 0.394737E-01 2.?2 0.386965E-01 2.23 0.379469E-01 
l 2.24 0.372c!J7E-01 2.25 0.365258E-01 2.?6 0.358519E-01 2.?7 0.352009E-01 2.28 0.345720E-01 2.29 0.3396 4 OE-01 2.30 0.3337f>lE-01 2.31 0.328075E-01 2.32 O.322572E-01 2.33 0.317246E-Ol 
2.34 0.312UtlI:lE-Ol 2.35 0.3070'llE-01 2.36 0.302249E-01 2.37 0.297556E-01 2.38 0.293004E-Ol 
2.39 0.?88:>90E-01 (,.40 0.284305E-01 2."1 0.280147E-Ol 2.42 0.27f>109E-01 2.43 0.2 72187E-01 
2.44 0.<,68375E-01 ?45 0.264671E-01 2.46 0.261069E-01 ?47 0.257566E-01 2.48 0.254 158E-01 







C'J C ::;9 Dc ,', , 




































































OSU I AARL 
AERIAL SPRAY PROGRAM 

















































( SINGLE DROPLET LAT~RAL nISPLACF~ENT ) 
f 
NOl7LE: 1 2 3 
YG !JIll oIAG yG DIA DUG YG DIA DUG 
f 
-0.320151E+00 0. 6U OOoOE"03 0.~q80dOF+03 -0.dI6441[-01 0.1>00000[+03 0.!:o97780[+03 0.54414<;[+00 0.600000[+03 0.59801>3[+03 
-0.401045f+00 O.JUOOOO[+o, 0.2910 dd[+03 -0.~158~5E-Ol O.JOOOOO[+OJ 0.291>151[+03 0.7011199[+00 0.300000[+03 0.291044[+03 
,. -0.45961>5E+00 O.~50000[+0' 0.246<;~4[+U3 -0.~391ij6[-01 0.~I!:oOOOE+03 0.2707 96[+03 0.781975[+00 0.250000[+03 0.246526[+03 -0.~~11l48E+00 0.~UOOOOF+03 0.19518U~+03 -0.5931d4[-01 0.2!:oOOOO[+03 0.2453 4 OE+03 0.896006[+00 0.200000[+03 0.195665[+03 
-0. 78 39 4 7[+00 O.I~oOoof+n, 0.14 4 136[+03 -0.842100[-01 0.200000[+03 0.193927E+03 0.109198(+01 0.150000[+03 0.1440J9[+03 
.. 
_U.1 41024 1'"+01 O.l UOOOOf+O'3 0.740140[+02 -O.1390~8[+00 0.1 5 0 UOO[+03 U.1 4 09'16E+03 0.152290[+01 0.100000[+03 0.900272[+02 
-O.I"'1 9 25 f+Ol 0 .... tl437'iE+n;> 0.63231 4 (+02 -0.112918(+00 0.12~OOO[+03 0.112875E+03 0.209856E+Ol 0.770271(+02 0.613805[+02 
O.OOOOOOE+Ol O.uIIOOooF+OI 0.000000~+01 0.J21q J 2[+00 0.100000[+03 0.(108~2[+02 0.000000(+01 0.000000(+01 0.000000[+01 
) 
O.OOOOOOf+O I O.UuOOonF+nl 0.000000(+01 0.J251571:+00 0.125000[+02 O.~51472E+02 0.000000[+01 0.000000[+01 O.OOOOOOE+Ol 
.. O.UOOOOOf+Ol O.uuOOOO(+OI O.OOOO UO I:+Ol 0.'04499E-Ol 0.b90625(+02 0.151827E+02 0.000000[+01 O.OOOOOOE+Ol O.OOOOOOE+Ol ) 
O.ouOOOOI:+ul '0. uooo OOE+O 1 O.OOOOOUf+Ol 0.000000[+01 0.000000[+01 0.000000(+01 0.000000(+01 0.000000[+01 o.OOOOOOE+Ol 
o.UOOOOOE+Ol 0.uuOOOOf+1I1 0.000000[+01 O.OOOOOOE+Ol O.OOOOOOE+Ol o.OOOUOOE+Ol 0.000000[+01 0.000000[+01 O.OOOOOOE+ul 
• u.UOOOOOf+Ol O.UOOOOOE+oI 0.000000~+01 o.OOOOOOE+Ol O.OUOOOOE+Ol O.OpOOOOE+Ol O.OOOOOOE+OI 0.000000[+01 0.000000[+01 O.OOOOOUE+Ol o.uuOOOOE+fll 0.000000[+01 0.000000£+01 O.OOOOOUE+Ol o.OOUOOOE+Ol 0.000000[+01 0.000000[+01 O.OOOOOOE+Ol » 
O.OOOOOOf+Ol o.u uoOoof+ol o.oOOOOUE+Ol o.oOOOOOE+Ol 0.000000£+01 O.OOUOOO[+OI O.OOOOOOE+Ol 0.000000E+01 O.OOOOOOE+Ol 
• ) 
• ) 











YG CONC£N!RATTON yr, CONC£NTRA TI ON YG CONC£NTRATION YG CONC£NTRA TI ON YG COl'<C£NTHATION 
r, 1 
-1.51 0.91944 0£-02 
-1.50 0.103502£-01 -1.49 0.116264£-111 -1.48 0.130289£-01 -1.47 0.145"29E-Ol 
-1.46 0.162J4 0E_ol 
-1.45 0.180510E-Ol -1.44 0.200232E-Ol -1.43 0.221601E-Ol -1.42 0.244715E-Ol 
f" -1.41 0.269618E-OI -1.40 0.296594E-OI -1.39 0.325512E-Ol -1.38 0.356725£-01 -1.37 0.390167E-OI ,., 
-1. 3" 0.426U£6E-ol -1.35 0.464390E-Ol -1.34 0.505412E-Ol -1.33 0.549204E-Ol -1.32 0.595890E-Ol 
-1.31 0.645!>96E_Ol -1.30 0.&98445E-Ol -1.29 0.154561E-Ol -1.28 0.914066£-01 -1.<,7 0.877078E-Ol 
f" -1.26 0.943HItE_Ol -1.25 0.101408E+00 -1.24 0.108829E+00 -1.23 0.IH644E+00 -1.<,2 0.124861E+00 ., 
-1.21 0.133 1t89E+oo 
-1.70 0.142533E+OO -1.19 0.152000£+00 -1.1a 0.lfoI892E+00 -1.17 0.172212E+00 
-1.16 0.1!!2959E+00 -1.15 0.194111E+00 -1.14 0.205723E+00 -1. n 0.217726E+00 -1.12 0.230131E+00 
f' 
-1.11 0.2429~3E+OO 
-1.10 0.2560115E+00 -1.09 0.269595E+00 -1.0a 0.283428E+00 -1.07 0.297556E+00 ') 
-1.06 0.311945E+oO 
-1.05 0.326551\E+00 -1.04 0.341349E+00 -1.03 0.356271E+00 -1.02 0.3712a9E+00 
-1.01 0.386J JIE+oo -1.00 0.401346E+00 -0.99 0.416273E+00 -0.98 0.431049E+00 -0.97 0.445610E+00 
f' -.).9" O.459892E:+OO 1_0.<15 0.473831E+00 -0.94 0.487368E+00 -0.93 0.500447£+00 -0.92 0.513020E+00 ) 
-0.91 0.525UltdE.+~0 -0.90 0.536505E+OO -0.89 0.547382E+00 -0.A8 0.557687E+00 -0.B7 0.567455E+00 
-0.86 0.576747£+00 -0.1le; 0.!:>!!5659£+00 -0.84 0.594326E+00 -0.83 0.602928E+00 -0.82 0.611698E+00 
C' -0.81 0.62093 11:.+00 -0.80 0.630991E+00 -0.79 0.642328E+00 -0.7A 0.655514E+00 -0.77 0.(:71325 E+00 ) 
-0.16 0.690£~4E+oO -0.15 0.112217E+OO -0.74 0.737946E+00 -0.73 0.76769I!E+00 -0.72 0.eOI901E+00 
-0.71 0.84IU3'iE .. 00 -0.70 0.885644£+00 -0.69 0.936312E+00 -0.68 0.993698E+00 -0.67 0.105652E+Ol 
~ -U.66 0.)13158£+1)1 -0.65 0.121374E+Ol -0.64 0.130592E+Ol -0.63 0.140916E+Ol -0.6? 0.152453E+Ol ") 
-0.61 0.J653CO£+01 -0.60 0.179643E+OI -0.59 0.195549E+Ol -0.58 0.213166E+Ol -0.57 0.232615E+Ol 
-0.56 0.?53965£+01 
-0.55 0.27667?E+Ol -0.54 0.299187E+Ol -0.53 0.320669E+Ol -0.52 0.3 4 0104E+Ol 
.. -0.51 0.356~Bl£+01 
-0. 5 0 0.361833f+01 -0.49 0.373321E+Ol -0.41! 0.371375E+Ol -0.47 0.360894£+01 ) 
-0.46 0.341~'J4E+1)1 -0. 4 0; 0.313619£+01 -0.44 0.279241E+Ol -0.43 0.238913E+Ol -0.42 0.1 94 197E+Ol 
Ln 
-0.41 0.1474!:>2E+ol 
-0. 4 0 0.1009",RI:+oI -0.39 0.561835E+00 -0.38 0.260214E+00 -0.37 0.196776E-Ol 
ex> C' -11.36 0.136499E-ol -0.35 0.938853E-03 -0.17 0.168032E+ol -0.1" 0.221<109E+Ol -0.15 0.265141E+Ol ) 
-0.14 0.302~19£+01 -1).11 0.410308E+Ol -0.12 0.496400E+Ol -0.11 0.561741E+Ol -0.10 0.61839 6 E+Ol 
-0.09 0.",~7612E+OI -0.08 0.146893£+02 -0.07 0.128646E+02 -0.06 0.969981E+Ol -0.05 0.625907E-Ol 
.. -0.04 0.601423£-01 -0.03 0.571604£-01 -0.02 0.554419E-Ol -0.01 0.532070E-ol 0.00 0.510397E-Ol ') 
0.01 0.4894 16E_ol 0.02 0.4&9318£-01 0.03 0.449931£-01 0.04 0.431322£-01 0.0'5 0.413491E-Ol 
0.06 O'.3964J 'I£_0 1 0.07 0.38011\3E-OI 0.08 0.365114E-Ol 0.09 0.350553E-Ol 0.10 0.336704E-Ol 
I' 0011 0.3~3619E_ol 0.12 U.311288E-Ol 0.13 0.299698E-Ol 0.14 0.288839E-Ol 0.15 0.278698E-Ol ') 
0.16 0.269~blf-nl 0.17 0.260!:>17E-Ol 0.18 0.252451E-Ol 0.19 0.245051E-Ol 0.20 0.238307E-Ol 
0.21 0.23UO~E-Ol 0.2? 0.72&135E-OI 0.23 0.221889E-Ol 0.24 0.217659E-Ol 0.25 0.214037E-Ol 
f' 0.26 0.21101 9 £-Q1 0.27 0.208601E-OI 0.2A 0.206184E-Ol 0.29 0.705569E-Ol 0.30 0.20495 9 E-OI ) 
0.31 0.?049blE_ol 0.12 0.20!>51l6E-Ol 0.61 0.398603£-03 0."2 0.188731E-02 0.63 0.691297E-02 
0.1)4 0.20 It l0IE_ol 0.",0; 0.5021<,1'1£-01 0.66 0.106330E+00 0.67 0.197834E+00 0.68 0.330412E+00 , 0.69 0.503!!31E+00 0.70 0.111515£+00 0.71 0.941624E+00 0.72 0.118517E+Ol 0.73 0.143373E+Ol } 
0.74 Ool619~IE+ol n.75 0.191594/:+01 0.76 0.213187E+Ol 0.77 0.234145E+Ol 0.78 0.?52389E+Ol 
0.19 0.268U621:+01 0.1'10 0.28044"'£+01 0.81 0 • .!894!:>4E+Ol 0.82 0.295156E+Ol 0.83 o .297733E+0 1 
0.134 0.2914481:.+01 0.85 0.294617£+01 0.R6 0.289564E+Ol 0.87 0.282701£+01 0.88 0.27431 3 £+01 .) 
0.139 0.?641 4 4E+ol 0. 9 0 0.25430F.E+ol 0.91 0.241368E+Ol 0.<12 0.232165E+Ol 0.93 0.22086 4 E+Ol 
0.94 0.209605E+ol 0.95 0.198500£+01 0.96 0.187638E+Ol 0.97 0.177087£+01 0.9A 0.166897E+Ol 
0.99 0.1571U6E+ol 1.00 0.147118£+01 1.01 0.138806E+Ol 1.02 0.130318E+ol 1.03 0.122213E+Ol J 
1.04 0.1l466!:>E.+ol 1.0e:; 0.1074RI',£+01 1.0" 0.100723E+ol 1.01 0.943617E+00 1.08 0.883859E+00 
1.09 0.8217861:.+00 1.10 o • 11!>06<'F+ryO 1.11 0.7252!>6£+00 1.12 0.678293E+UO 1.13 0.63 4 094E+00 
l 1.14 O.'5'12!>b3f+1)0 1.1,> 0.5,>3<;9"1:+00 1.16 o .0;17082E+00 1.17 O.482905E+00 1.11'1 0.450947E+00 J , 
1.19 0.421 u8'JI:.+oO I.?O 0.393215£+00 1.21 0.36120'lE+00 1.2? 0.342959E+00 1.23 0.320356E+00 
1.24 0.29'J~'IRF.OO 1.?5 u.7796R1F+OO 1.26 0.2"14113E+00 1.27 0.244412E+00 1.?8 0.221'15ROE+00 
1.29 0.213tl'+2f: .. ol) 1.30 O • .!ool22E+OO 1.31 0.1873'>0E.+00 1.32 0.175459E+00 1.33 0.164388 E+OO -, 
1.34 0.154 U1>lI:. .. oO 1. 1 5 0.14 4 474E+00 1.3" o.135!>28E+00 1.37 0.127192f.+00 1.36 0.11942 2 E+00 
1.39 O.1I211'if .. oo 1.40 0.IO!>42?£+00 1.41 0.'I911'J6E-OI 1.42 O.9373AIE-OI 1.43 0.87747 6 E-Ol 
1.44 0.826iU2f:_ol 1. 4 5 0.178JOlf_01 1.46 0.733534E-Ol 1.47 0.691679E-OI 1.48 0.65253 2 E-Ol '-' 
1.49 O.6l!>'IU2f:_o 1 1."0 O.~AI611F-ol 1.51 O.549~OI£-ol 1.5? o.519417E-Ol 1.53 0.491255£-01 
1.54 0.4649'''t:-~1 1.55 0.440431\£-01 1.56 0.411~04E-ol 1.51 0.391'>055E-Ol 1.58 0.37597 7E-oI 
1.59 O.357107E-Ol 1.1)0 0.33'153?I:-ol 1.ld 0.3?7984E-Ol 1.62 0.307446E-Ol 1.",3 0.292!!43E-Ol V 






v .c.. .... " ...... ...11. -11.1 




















! • , J. .... tUe' .. yL.,-Vj 1. , c:: U.l""J.J.CH-Ul .I.. l.;j U.lo~"':;''1t..-Ul 
1.76 0.163973E-01 1.77 0.157389E.-Ol 1.78 0.1 5 1l39E-01 
1.81 O.134200E-01 1.112 0.129097E-Ol I.A3 0.124241E-Ol 
1.86 0.111006E-Ol 1.87 0.106998[-01 I.P8 0.10317 4E-Ol 
1.91 o .927016E-02 1.92 0.895150[-02 1.93 0.864670E-02 
1.96 0.780837E-02 1.97 0.755215E-02 1.98 0.730654E-02 
2.01 0.662831E-02 2.02 0.642017E-02 2.03 0.622028E-02 
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ASP AERIAL SP~AY PROGRAM 
A~P ~AS R~EN nESIGNED TO PREOICT THE GROUND DE~OSITION 
~NO P~RCE~T OF MATERIAL LOST DUE TO DRIFT FPOM AN 
AlJPICULTIJRAL AIPCRAFT. THE PROGRAM IS wRITTEN TO INPUT 
u~TA TN SI U~TTS AND INCLUnES THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS: 
1) 20 OR ,D WAKE MODEL AND DROPLET DYNAMICS 
2) A npOOlET EVAPORATION MODEL 
1) A PROPELLER SLIPSTREAM MODEL 
4) A CPOSSWIND MODEL 
~) A TUNNEL WALL MODEL 
~) THF AAIlITY FO~ THE USER TO SUPPLY HIS OwN 
FLOWFIELD MODEL. 
UOCUM~NTATION AVAILABLE IN iHE FORM OF A NASA CONTRACTORS 
H:-PORT 
~ODE WPITTEN AT THE AERONAUTICAL AND ASTRONAUTICAL ENGINEERING 
H~SEAPCH LABORATORY. THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY. COLUMHUS. 
OHIO 19~1 AUTHOR MICHAEL 8. BRAGG 
L.AST UPI'lATE 2/1/81 
PROVRAM MAINCINPUT.OUTPUT.TAPER.TAPE5=INPUT.TAPE6=OUTPUT) 
DIMt.NSION Y~'OZClOO) .SIZc.(15) .I'lISTCI001) .DRIFT(lOO) 'NRUN(100) 
DIMt.NSIoN DIAMN(100) .STDEV(lOO) ,gIlOO) ,ZNOZ(100) .DIAG(l5.l00) 
DIMt.NSION IRUN(C;O) .TRAJIlStlOO) ,SIZIlS.IOO) 
~ 'SLP(15),XLISTI5).DLIST(S) 
o IMt.NS I ON YY C 13.13) ,SAVE ( 13,13) • CSAVE (13.3) ,YMAX ( 13) ,MET ( 100) 
OIMt.NSION E<~POR(13) .OY(13) ,YYl (13) .PW(13tl3) .IP(13) .TITLE(13) 
COMMON IAREA11 A.CL.S,U.G,ZYO.ZZO.OA.VIS.VCw.D.DO 
COM~ON IAPEA21 N20.N30.NEVAP'EPS.NoROP2.NCW.NTUN.NDIST.NP~INT 
COMMON /4PEA~/ PSWA,pAE,PV,SCN.OV 
COMMON IAREA~I ZPPOP2.PKl,PK2.PK3.PK4.RP 
COMMON IAREA~I JJ.IRUN,ICOUNT 
COMMON IAREA71 NVAR 
COMMON IAREA101 TRAJ.DIAG.SIZ 
C LNPUT THE NECFSSARY PARAMETERS ACCORDING TO THE OPTIONS 




READ(S.'.ENrl=700) (TITLE ItO .K.::i.13) 
3 FORMAT(11<\6) 
WRIlt.(6,~1 (TITLE(K).K=1.13) 
5 FORMAT("l"'TSO."OSU I AARL"I"O".T50. 
~ "AERIAL SPRAY PROGRAM"I"0".T50. 
~ "LAST UPOATE 2/l/81"11111"0".13A6111 
DO i 1(=1.100 
DRIFT(KI=O. 
NRUN 110::0 







































































IF (Nt:.VAc.EQ.l) READ (5.301 PA.TDB. T>JB 
30 FORMAT(1FI0.A) 






tF(NUIST.EQ.ll GO TO 90 
REAUIS.qO) DIA.DD.X,y,Z.UD.VD.WD 
80 FORMAT(AFI0.SI 









tF(NUIA~N.Eo.1) REAO(S,110) (DIAMN(K).K=l.NCOL) 
IF(NUIA~N.EQ.O) pEAO(~.llO) DIAMNI 
IF(NSTDFV.Eo.l) PEAD(5.110) (STOEV(K).K=l.NCCL) 
IF(NSTDEV.EO.O) READ(S'llOI STDEVI 
IF(NI./.EQ.lI READ(StllOI (Q(K) .K=l.NCOLl 
IF(NI.I.EQ.O) REAO(5.l10) 01 
IF(N£NOZ.EQ.ll RtAO(5.1101 (ZNOZ(KI.K=l.NCOLI 
IF(N lN0 7.EQ.nl READ(5dlOI ZNOZI 





115 CONT INIJF 
120 CONTINUE 
C=3.,415Q2653589793 
C CALCULATE EVAPOoATION PARA~FTERS 
C 





































































vIS=I. 7Q5E-5 0 (TDRK/293·16)o*I.S 0 «293.16+110.)/(TD8K+l10.) 
SCN=IDV*OA)/VIS 
130 CON!INUF 
C U~TEp~INE NVAR. THE NUMBER OF SIMULTANEOUS FIRST ORDER 






IF(N2D.FQ.2.0R.N3D.EO.2) GO TO 138 
IF(NTUN.EQ.l) GO TO 136 
IF(~CW.EQ.l.AND.NPROp2.Ea.l) GO TO 132 
IF(N~W.FQ.l) GO TO 134 
IF(NPROP?Ea.l) NVAR=NVAR+l 
GO TO 11'3 
132 NVAR=NVAR+/C) 
GO TO 131'1 
134 NVAH=NVAR+4 
GO TO 131'1 
136 NVA~=~jVAq+2 
IF(N~ROP2.Eo.l) NVA~=NV~R+l 
GO TO 13~ 
138 CONTINUE 




150 FORI'IAT(lIo"."PROGRA"! cONTROL".II" ".TS."N2D=".I2.T25."N3D=".I2. 
&. T45."~IEVAP=". 12. T65'"NP~OP2=''' 12.T85."NCw=". 12/" " 
" .T5,"NTUN=".I2.Tc5'''NDIST=".I2,T45.''NPRINT=''.I2.T65. 
&. "NPLOT=".I2.T85. IIEpS=".EI3.61l 
WRI~E(6.160) A,CL.B,U.G.ZYO,ZZO,DA.V!S.VCW.D.DD 
160 FORMATC"O"."PARAMETER VALUES"II" ".T5. I 'A=".FI0.4.T25."CL=". 
~ FI0.4.T45.""3=".FI 0 .4.T6S."U=".FI0.4.T85."G=".FIO.4/" ". 
f. TS."lYO=".FI0. 4 ,T25."ZZo=".FI0.4.T45."DA=".EI3.6.T6b. 
". "VIS=".E13.6.T85."VCW=".FI0.4/" ".TS."U=".FI0.4. 
&. T25,"DD=",FI0. 4 /) 
IF(N~VAp.EQ.l) WRITE(o.170) PA.TDB.TwH 
170 FORMAT("O","EVAPORATION INPUTS"II" n.T5."PA=".FI0.2.T25. 
&. "TD8=".FI0.6.T45."TWB=",FI0.61) 
IF(NPROP2.EO.l) wRITEI6.190) ZPROP2.PK1.PK2.PK3.PK4.RP 
190 FORMAT("nn,"PRQP2 INPUTS"II" ".T5."ZPRQP2=".FI0.4.T25, 
&. "CKl=".FI0. 4 .T45,IIPK2=",F10.4'T65,"PK3=",FI0.4 





































































~HANr,E FPOM RECTANGULAR TO ELLIoTICAL LOAD DISTRIBUTION 
bY Ar)JUSTYNG CL 
CL=I'+.IC)*CL 
IFINDIST.EQ.1) GO TO 220 
wRI!tI6.19~) X,Y,Z,UD.VD.wD.DIA 
195 FORMAT("O"."tNITIAL VALUtS"II" ".T5."X=".F10,6.T25. 
l. "v=".FI0.6.T45,"Z=".FI0.6.T65'"UD=",FI0.6,T85. 
l. "VO=".F11).6/" ". T5,"vlD=",F10.6.T25,"DIA=". 
~ FlO.4/l 
CALL ~UR2D OR SUB3D TO CALCULATE THE DROPLET TRAJECTORY 
IFINcU.NE.O) CALL SUB2DINVAR,V,Z,VD,WD,T,DIA,VV.SAVE 
l. .CSAVE.VMAX'ERROR,Dy,VY1,Pw.IP) 




200 FORMATI"O"."FINAL VALUES"II" II,T5. II X=II.F10.6,T25. II V=II, 
l. F10.6.T45."Z=",F10.6,TF,S."UD=",F10.6,T8S."VD=", 
", FIO.6/" ",Ts,nWD=".F10.6,T2S."DIA=",FI0. 4 ,T 45, 
~ "T=".F10.6/l 
210 CONTINUE 
GO TO 321) 
220 CONTINUF 
THIS PART OF THE MAIN PROGRAM CONTROLS THE NDIST=l CASE 
WRI!tI6.22~) NCOL.NROW,NDIAMN.NSTDEV,NQ,NZNOZ,DD. 
~ XO,UDO,VOO,WDO.SwIDTH.DERR.OWIDTH 
225 FORMATlllo".IIDISTRIAUTION INPUTS"IIII ".TS,"NCOL=".I2. 
l. T2S. "~IROW=", 12. T~S, "NDI A"1N=". 12. T6S. ""lSTDEV=". 12. 
l. T"S.IINQ=".I2/" ".TS,"NZNOZ=",I2.T2S."DD=".FI0.S. 
l. T45. II X=II.FI0.5.T65. II UD=".FI0.5.T85,IIVD=".F10.51 
l. II ".T~."WO=".FI0.5.T25."SwIDTH=".F10.5'T45'"DERR='" 
l. FIO.S.T6S,"DwIDTH=",FI0.5) 
~tRFoRM ALL THE TRAJECTORIES REQUIRED TO CALCULATE THE 
kEQUIPED OISTRIAUTION 
DO ':::'0 I=1,NCOL 











































































TRA'" IJ.!) =Y 
DIA(,(JoI) =DlA 
SIZI"',I)=SIZ~(J) 
IF(L~NE.Il.1 GO TO 241 
NRUN(I)=~RUN(II+l 
IFIZ.Eq.Il.AND.A8Sly).GT.D~IDT~) GO TO 241 
240 CON~!NUF 
C ThIS ~ECTION UP TO STMT NO 250 CONTROLS THE CALCULATION 
C 6~ ADDITIONAL TRAJ~CTORIES IN oqOER TO ESTIMATE THE DRIFT 






241 CONTI NUt=: 
J=NRUIJ (I I +1 
I-IET 111=11 
IFIJ.EQ.l) nPIFTII)=SIZIJ.II 
IF IJ.EQ.ll r.() TO 250 
OSIZ1=A~~IOIAMNII)-SIZ(J-1'I)1 
K25U=0 
GO TU 241 
234 CONTINUF 
IF(L.EQ.O.ANn.ARSIY1.GT.DWIDTHl GO TO 250 
IF«DSI71/STOEVIII).LT.4') GO TO 242 
ORIFTII)=O. 
GO TU 2c;n 
242 CONtINU~ 










IFIJ.GE.31 GO TO 239 
IF(J.EQ.21 SIZIJ.II=SlZIJ-1,II-(SIZIJ-1.II-SIZMISI/2. 
GO TO 24C; 
239 CONTINUE 
C UI:.TER~INF PARTICLE SIZE FOR DRIFT ESTIMATE 
C AND CALCULATE TRAJECTORIES 
C 
YGM1=TRAJIJ-~'I) 






































































IF(~lZ(J.I).GT.SIZ~IS) GO TO 245 
SIZI~,I)=SIZMIS.(SIZ(J-1.II-SIZ~IS)/2. 
245 CONTlt\lUE 





















IF(M~T(I).EQ.ll GO TO 228 
IF(~.t\lE.O.1 GO TO 246 
~RUNIII=NRUN(II.1 
IF(ABS(y).LT.DWIDTH) GU TO 330 
GO TO 2<;0 
330 CONTINUE 
IF(ISIZ(J,II-SIZMIS).GT.ERR) GO TO 244 
DRI~T(I)=SIZ(J,I) 
K2SU=1 
GO TO 241 
244 CONTINUE 
J=J+l 
IF(J.LE.lS) GO TO 246 
WRIH.(6,?47) 
247 FOR~AT(" "."666 MAX NUMBER OF RUNS EXCEEDED BEFORE DRIFT", 
& " CALCULA nON COMPLETED" I 
DRI~T(I)=SIZ(J.II 
GO TU 2<;0 
243 CON!INUE 
THIS sECTION HANOLLES THE CAsE WHERE OYG/DDIA CHANGES 
SlGN QETWrEN POINTS 
IF(J.EQ.?) GO TO 227 
J2=,:!-2 
no 410 K=I'J2 
SLPI~)=(TRAJ(K+l,I)-T~AJIK,I»/(SIZtK+I,I)-SIZ(K,I» 
410 CONTI'IUE 
[10 2cl K=2.J2 
IF(~LP(K).GT.O.AND.SLP(K-l).LT.O.) GO TO 222 
IF(SLP(K).LT.O.ANO.SLPtK-l).GT.O.1 GO TO 222 
221 CONT1NU,," 


























































GO TO 231. 
222 CONTINUE 




IFIK250.F"Q.ll Gn TO 2S0 
IADD=O 
00 C::<:3 1(;>=2 • .;2 
K=KC:: 
IFISLPIK).LT.O.ANO.SLPIK-I).LT.O.) GO TO 223 




























IF(N~D.NE.OI CALL SUBcD(NVAR'Y,Z,VD,~D,T,DIA,YY,SAVE, 
~ CSAVE,yMAX,ERROR,Dy,YYl,PW,IPI 
IF(NJD.N~.O) CALL SUB3DINVAR,x,v,Z,UD,VD,WD.T.DIA,VY,SAVE, 









C U~TEq~INE PARTICLE SIZE FOR DRIFT ESTIMATE AND 








































































IF I IUSI71/STnEV I I I I .L T .41 GO TO 231 
DRIt-TII,=O. 
GO TO 2<;n 
CONtINUE 
ERR=.S°C;TDEVIIl 
IFIOSIZl.LT.12. O STDEVIIlll ERP=.30 o STOEVIIl 
IFIU~IZl.LT.STDEVIIll ERR=.20 o STDEVIIl 
ERR=tRR<>r'lERP 
CON I I"lU. 
IFIKMISs.EQ.nl SIZIJ.II=SIZIJ-l,Il-l.1 o ERR 
IFIKMISS.EQ.ll SIZIJ,II=SIZIJ-l,II-ISIZIJ-l,II-SIZMISI/2. 
GO TO 24<; 
CONTINUF 
I~ PARTICLE ~ITHIN ERR GO TO 250 OTHERWISE ITERATE 
IFIZ.EQ.I).1 GO TO 229 
KMI?S=l 
SIZMIS=SIZ(J. II 
GO TO 2?7 
229 CONTlNUF. 
NRUNIII=NPUN(II+l 
IFIARS(YI.LT.DWIDTHI GO TO 340 
DRI~!(I)=SIZ(J-l.II-AHSI(SIZ(J.I)-SIZ(J-l'I) 1/(Y-TRAJ(J-l,Illl<> 
~ (DWIDTH-A8S(TRAJ(J-l,Illl 
GO TO 2<;1) 
340 CONTINUE' 
IF(ABSIstZ(J.Il-SIZ(J-l,Ill.GT.E~Rl GO TO 233 
DRI~T(I)=SI7IJ'II 
GO TO 25n 
233 CONTINUE 
J=J+~ 
IF(J.LE.lS) GO TO 236 
wRITt(6.241) 
250 CONTINUE 
~OM8INE TRAJECTORY INFORMATION TO BUILD-UP THE DISTRIBUTION 




252 FORM~TI"I)",IINOZZLE NO.",8X'''YNOZ'',lIX,''ZNOZ'',8X, 
~ IInIAMN",10X."STDEV",13X,"Q",12X,"DRIFT"/) 
DO G~5 K=l,NCOL 
WRIT~16.253) K,YNOZ(Kl,ZNOZIK).DIAMN(Kl,STDEV(Kl,Q(K),DRIFT(K) 
253 FOR~AT(" ",4x,I1.6FI5.41 
?55 CON I INUF 
WRITt (6.2561 
256 FORMATe"l"//" SI"IGLE DROPLET LATERAL DISPLACEMENT"//) 




























































IF(NP.En.O) r.0 TO 425 
DO 4US Kl=I.NP 
KK=lFIXCKI/2.)*2 
IF(Kl.En.KK) ~RITE(6.41S) 




IFCN~VAp.EQ.l) r,0 TO 450 
WRIT~(6.420) I(P.KPl.KP2 
420 FORMATC"O","NOZZLE:".T13,I3.TSS,I3.T97.13/" ".T7,"'I'G".T21."OIA". 
Ii. T49''''I'G".T63."0I A''.T91. It 'l'G".TIOS,''OIA") 
00 4JO 1(2=1.15 
WRIlt(6.4401 TRAJ(K2.KP),SIZ(K2.KP).TRAJ(K2.KP+l).SIZ(K2.KP+l), 
Ii. - TRAJCK2.KP+2).SIZCK2.KP+2) 
440 FORMAT(II ".2F14.6.14X,2E14.6,14X,2E14.6) 
430 CONTINUF 
GO TO 40C; 
450 CONT!NUF:: 
WRITt(6.460) KP.KPl.KP2 
4(,0 FORMAT("()".INOZZLE:I.T20.13.T62.13.TI04.13/" ".T7."'I'G".T21. II OIAI. 
Ii. T1S."0IAG".T49.IIG".T63.10IA",T77,"OIAGI.T91."'I'G",TI0S. 
~ "rHA".T119."OIAb ll ) 
DO "70 K2=lo1S 
WRITt(6.480) TRAJ(K2.KP)'SIZ(K2.KP) .OIAG(K2.KP).TRAJ(K2.KP+l). 
Ii. SIZ(K2.KP+l).0IAG(K2.KP+l).TRAJ(K2.KP+2).SIZCK2.KP+2) 
Ii. ,OIAG(K2.KP+2) 









IFCNLEFT.EO.I) GO TO 550 
IFCNtVAp.Ea.l) GO TO 510 
WRI1EC6,490) KP3.KP4 
490 FORMiOT("I)","NOZZLE:II.T13'I3.T55.13/ 11 I.T7,I'I'GI,T21,IOIA",T49,I'I'G". 
Ii. T63,"OIA") 
00 ::IUO 1(;>=1.15 
WRI1E(6.440) TRAJCK2.KP+3),SIZ(K2'KP+3),TRAJCK2.KP+4).SIZ(K2.KP+4) 
500 CONTINUF 
GO to 600 
510 CONTlNUI: 
WRIT~(6.520) KP3.KP4 
520 FORMAT("O","NOZZLE:II,T20'I3.T62,I3/" I.T7. I 'I'GI.T21,IOIA".T35, 
Ii. IInIAGI,T49,"'I'GI ,T63."DIA".T77,IDIAGI) 
00 ::130 1<2=1.15 
w~Ilt(6.480) TRAJ(K2.KP+3) .SIZ(K2.KP+3).OIAG(K2.KP+3). 
Ii. - TRAJ(K2.KP+4),SIZ(K~.KP+4).OIAG(K2,KP+4) 































































GO TO 6no 
550 CONTINUE 
IF(NEVAP.EQ.l) GO TO 580 
WRITt(6.S60) KP3 
560 FORMAT ("0" • ''''OZZLE :". T13. 13/" II. T7. "YG". T21. "OIA") 
w~IT~C6.;70) (TQAJ(K2,Kp.3),SIZ(~2,KP+3),K2=1'15) 
570 FORMAT(" ",2EI4.6) 
GO 10 600 
580 CONTINUE 
wRIT~(6.585) KP1 
585 FORMAT C "')I', "NOZZLE Pl. T20. 13/" ". T7 ."YG". T21. "0 IA". T35. "0 lAG") 
wRITtC6.~90) CTRAJ(K2.KP+3) .SIZCK2,KP+3).DIAGCK2.KP+3).K2;1.IS) 
590 FORMATC" ".3FI4.6) 
600 CONTINUE 
wRIIEC6.260) 
260 FORMAT("I"'''FINAL DISTRIBUTION"II"0".5(3X." YG".6X. 
~ "CONCENTRATION")II) 











IFCuIsTCJI.LT.l.E-4) GO TO 310 
IFCKJ.EO.5) KJ=O 
KJ=KJ+l 
XLIST CKJI =XPL 
DLIST(KJ)=OISTCJI 
IF(KJ.E1.5) WRITEC6.30 0 ) CXLISTCK).DLISTCK).K=1.5) 






IF(KJ.NE.5) WRITEC6.300) CXLISTCK).DLISTCK).K=l,KJ) 
u~TER~INE TOTAL DRIFT 
QF=U. 
DRlfoTF=O. 

















































































IF(NPLOT.EQ.1) CALL PLOTl(TITLE) 




!:IURROIJTINE SUB2D: CALLED By THE MAIN PROGRA"', SU820 CONTROLS 
THE T~AJECTORV CALCULATION FOR ALL 20 CASES. GIVEN THE 
INITtAL VALUES AND U~ER SELECTED OPTIONS, SU82D CALCULATE~ 






COMMON IAREAI/ A.CL.d,U'G,ZYO.ZZO,DA,VIS,VCW,O,OO 
COMMON /AREA2/ N20.N30,NEVAP'EPS,NPROP2,NCW,NTUN,NOIST,NPRINT 
COMMON IAREAS/ ZPROP2.PKl.~K2.PK3,PK4,RR 
COMMON /AREA~/ JJ.IRUN,ICOUNT 
COMMON I~REA~/ OtAI 
INITYALIZE THE DEPENDENT VARtABLES ANO STORE IN ARRAY 








yV I 1041=WO 
IFINEVAP.EQ.ll VYIl,NVARI=OIA 
IF(N2D.FQ.21 GO TO 4 
, , 
IF(~VAR.~E.101 GO TO 1 
IF(NVAR.r,E.8.ANO.NPROP~·EQ.Ol GO TO 2 
tFINTUN.EQ.l.ANO.NPROP2.EQ.11 YYI1,7)=ZPROP2 
tF(NTUN.FQ.l1 GO TO 3 
IFINt'ROP2.EQ.11 YV(1,5)=ZPROP2 








IFIVU.Ea.o.ANo.wn.EQ.O.) CALL INCON(YY,OIA,NVAR) 
IFIYYI1,41.Ea.O.Eo.ANO.YYI1,2'.EQ.O.EOIGO TO 20 





































































C ~t.RF~p", THE STEP INTEGRATION BY SUCCESSIVE CALLS OF DIFSU~ 
C 
C ~1FSU~ IS A F'ORTUOI SUBROUTINE TO SOLVE A SYSTEM OF N SIMULTANE 




DO 14 K=l.lOQO 
DO 9 I=l.NVAR 
YYl I I) =YY (1, I) 




C MUNITOR VARIABLES AFTER EACH TIME-STEP TO CONTROL OUTPUT 
C ~ND STOPAr,E OF' TRAJE~TORY AND TERMINATE TRAJECTORY IF 
C ~~RTICLE PECOMES ENTRAINED IN THE VORTEX OR HITS THE GROUND 
C 
OIAPL=YYI1,NVAR)/1.E-6 
IFI NtVAD.EQ,1) YYI1.NVAR)=YYIl,NVAR)/1,E-6 
IFIN~RINT.EQ.l.AND.NDIST.Ea,O) ~RITE 16.11) K.T.IYYl1,I).I=1.NVAR) 
11 FORMATI" ".I4.4X.12FIO.6) 
IFINt.VAP.EQ.1) YYl1,NVARI=YYl1,NVAR)*1.E-~ 
L=K+JJ 
IFIYYI1.3).LT.0.EO)GO TO 16 
IFINUI5T.EQ.1) GO TO 10 
WRlrt:.18.22) T,YYlltl) .YYl1.3) 
22 F'ORMATI3E13,6) 
10 CONTINUE 
IF'INt.VAp,EQ.1,ANO.DIAPL.LT.15) GO TO 20 
IFINPRDp?N~,ll GO TO 25 
IFINCw.En.1) YPROP=yyll.101 
IFIYY1111.LE.YPROP,AND.YYI1.11,GT.YPROPI LOOP=LOOP+1 
IFILUOP,LT.21 GO TO 25 
IFINPRINT,Eo.1.AND.NDIST.Ea,0) wRITEI6.30) 
30 FORMoITI,,*** TRAJECTORY TERMINATED. PROPELLER SLIPSTREAM ". 
~ "ENTRAINMENT ***") 
GO TO 20 
25 CONTINUE 
IFIYYIl.3).GT.YY1131)GO TO 12 
r,0 TO 14 
12 IFIABSIyyI1.1)).GT.1.EO)GO TO 13 
r,0 TO 14 





































































WRIT!:. 11'..15) 6620 
15 FORMATI""".II ........ 1)0 LOUP PARAuETER EXCEEDED IN SUB2D 0"0011) 6630 
GO TO 20 6F,40 
11: CONTINUE 66'50 
tFINUIST.EQ.n.A~ln.NPRINT.EO.l) )jRlTE 16,17) ~660 
17 FORMATI"o".""""" TRAJECTORY CO!APLETED, Z LESS TI1I1I\j lERO ......... ') 6670 
CALL YZFtNIVV,YYl,NVAR,T.Tl'L) 6680 
GO TO 20 66QO 
l~ CONT!NUF 6700 
IFINOIST.EQ.O.ANI).NPRINT.EQ.l) ~QtTE (6,19) 6710 
19 FORMATI"o",""""" TRAJiCTORY TERMINATED, VORTEX ENTRAINMENT 0 .. 0 .. ") 6720 




VD=YY (1,::1) 6770 
Z=yY 11,31 F,7RO 
wD=YYC1.41 6790 
IF (NC-VAP.EO.ll r:JIA=YY (ltNVARl/l.E-6 6800 
IF(Nt.VAP.Ea.OI DtA=DIAlll.E-6 6810 
RETUHN 6B20 
END 6A30 
~UMROUTtNF SUP3D: CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRA~, SU~3D CONTROLS 
TnE ToAJE,TORY CALCULATION FOR ALL 30 CASES. GIVEN THE 
iNITIAL VALUFS AND USER SELECTED OPTIONS. SUB3D CALCULAT~S 






COMMON IAREAll A.CL,B,U.G,lYO,7Z0,DA,VIS.VCw.D.DD 
CO~MON IAREA~I N2D.N30. NEVAP'FPS.NPROP?.NCW,NTUN,NDIST,NPRINT 
COMMON IAPEA51 ZPROP2,PK 1,PK2.PK3,PK4,RP 
COMMON IAREA61 JJ.IRUN,ICDUNT 
COMMON IAPEA~I OIAl 
















































IF(NVAR.GE.12) GO TO 1 
IF(NVA~.r,E.IO) GO TO 2 
IF(N~ROp?EO.I) vv(I,7)=ZPROP? 





3 YY (!, A) =7.Z0 
yY(lt7)=ZVO 
4 CON!INUE 














C ~ERFORM THE STEP INTEGRATION Bv SUCCESSIVE CALLS OF OIFSUB 
C 
C LJIFSIJR IS A FORTUOI SUBROUTINE TO SOLVE A SYSTEM OF N SIMUL.TANE 




DO 1" K=I,1000 
DO 'i I=l,NVAR 
YYl <I) =Vy <l ,I) 




C MUr-JITOR VARIARLES AFTER EACH TIME-STEP TO CONTROL OUTPUT 
C AND STORAGE OF TRAJECTORY AND TERMINATE TRAJECTORY IF 




IF(NP~INT.EQ.1.AND.NDIST.EQ.0) WRITE 16.11) K.T,lvYll.I),I=I,NVAR) 
11 FORMATI" ".I4.4X.14F9.5i 
IF(N~VAp.EQ.1) YY(I.NVAH)=YYll.NVARI*I.E-6 
L=K+.JJ 
IF(VY(1'~).LT.0.EO)GO TO 16 
IF INUIST .EO.1) GO TO 10 




























































r F INEVAP.EQ.l.AND.DrAPL.LT.15) GO TO 20 
rFIN~ROp~.NF.l) GO TO 25 
IFINCW.~Q.l) YPRQP=yYIl,lO) 
I~ IYYlIl ) • LE. YPROP .AND. Y.T. I 1,1) .GT. YPROP) LOOP=LOOP+1 
IFILOOP.LT.2) GO TO 25 
IFINPRINT.Eo.1.AND.NDIST.EO.0) WRITEI6.30) 
30 FORMATI"ooo TRAJECTORY TERMINATED. PROPELLER SLIPSTREAM ". 
~ "FNTPAINMENT 0 0 0") 
GO TO 21) 
25 CONTINUE 
IFIYYll.3).GT.YY113))uO TO 12 
GO TO 14 
12 IFIAb~IYYIl.l)).GT.l.EO)GO TO 13 
GO TO 14 
13 IFIYYI1.1).GT.ZZO.AND.AB~IYYC1.11).LT.AFlSIYYll11)) GO TO 18 
14 CON TI NilI' 
K=I<;'1 -
WRI II:. 16.15) 
15 FOR~ATIIIOII."oooo DO LOOP PAHAUETER EXCEEDED IN SUB3D 0000 11 ) 
GO TO 20 
16 CONTINUF 
IFINUIST.En.0.AND.NPRINT.EO.1) WRITE 16,17) 
17 FORM~TIII!)II.IIoooo TRAJECTORY CO"lPLETED, Z LESS THAN ZFHO 0000 11 ) 
CALL YZFINIYY,YYl.NVAR,T,T1,L) 
GO TO 20 
18 CONTlNUE' 
IFINUIST.EQ.0.AND.NPRINT.EQ.1) wRITE 16,19) 
19 FORMATIII!)'.,lIoooo TRAJECTORY TERMINATED. VORTEX ENTRAINMENT 000011) 
20 CON 11NUF 
JJ=JJ+K-








IFIN~VAP.Ea.o) DIA=DI A1/1.E-6 
RETUHN 
END 






C UIFFUN IS A SUBROUTIN~ CALLED BY DIFSUB TO EVALUATE THE HluHT-
C NAND ~IDE OF THE SYSTEM OF DIFFERENTIAL EaUATIO~S 






























































CO~MO~ !AREA2! N2D,N3D,NEVAP'EPS,NPROP2,NCW.NTuN,NDIST,NPHINT 
COM~UN !AREA;! Ps~~,PA,pV,SCN,DV 
COMMUN IAREAS! ZPQOP2,PKl,PK2,PK3,PK4,RP 
COMMON !AREA~! orAl 
IFINEVAP.EQ.O) DIA=DIA! 




IF (N3D.EQ.11 X=VY (1 ,5) 
IF (N.)D.En.ll UD=VY (1 ,6J 











IFI N2D.fQ.2.0R.N3D.EO.21 GO TO 45 
IF Ir.,m.FQ.lI GO TO 15 
KK=O 
IF(NVAR.EQ.11.0R.NVAR.EO.IO) GO TO 10 
IF (N~w.F'Q.I) GO TO 20 
IF(NTUN.EO.II GO TO 30 
IF(NP~OP2.EQ.l) GO TO 35 
IF(NVAR.EQ.5.0R.NVAR.E~.41 GO TO 40 
WRITt. (1,.9) 
9 FORMAT (II 11,11***** NVAR INCORRECT *****") 
15 CONTINUF 
KK=c 
IF(NVAR.r.E.121 GO TO 10 
IF(NVAR.GE.I0) GO TO 20 
IFINVAR.GE.7.AND.NPROP2.Eo.l) GO TO 35 
IF(NVAR.GE.A) GO TO 40 
WRITE 16,9) 
10 CON!!NUE 
C ~OTH VORTICES AND pROp POSITIONS ARE 
C Ut.TERMINED BY STEP INTEGRATION 




VA=Vl+V2+IVCw*ZCw**.2 5 1!U 
wA="'!+W~ 
IFI N30'EQ.0) GO TO 17 
CALL t30lJ"'I)(x.Y,Z,UA,w3) 


































































CALL VELC (Vv ( 1 .5+1(1() • Y Y ( 1 • b +1< K) ,VY ( 1 .7 +KK) ,y Y ( 1 ,8 +KK) 'V 1. wI) 
DY(~+KK)=V1+(VCWO(VY(1.6+KK)oq)oo.25)/U 
Dy(o+KK)=W1 
CALL VELC(YY(1.7+KK).YY(I,8+KK) .yY(I.5+KK).YY(1.6+KK) .VI.wl) 
OY(f+KK)=-Vl+(VCW o (yY(1. d +KK)o8)oo.25)/U 
DY(!l+KK)=-Wl 
GO TO 50 
20 CONTI"lUE 
C NL~=l: VORTEx POSITIONS DETERMINED 8Y STEP INTEGRATION. 
C NO PIH)P 
C 
C 
CALL VEL TV (YY (l • S+KIO • YY ( 1 • 6+I(K) • YY (1.7 +KK) • Y Y (1. 8+KK) • Y. Z, VI. WA) 
VA=Vl+(VCw o ZCwoo.2S)/U 










GO TO SI) 
30 CONTINUE 






IF(NPROP?EQ.1) CALL PROP2D(Y.Z.0.,YY(1.7).VPl,wPl) 
VA=Vl+VPl+(VCwoZCW*o.2~)/U 
wA=wl+WPl 
CALL VOPTUN (YY (1,5) ,yy (1.6) ,DnS) .DY (6» 
IF(N~ROP2.EQ.0) GO TO 50 
CALL TUNVEL(0.,YY(l,7),YY(1.S),yy(1.6),VDUM.DY(7» 
GO TO So 
35 CON!INUE 
C N~ROP2=1: wIT~OUT CROSSrlIND OR TUNNEL 
C 















































































IFIN30.FQ.0) GO TO 37 
CALL ~OUNnIX.V.l.UA.~21 




GO TU 5n 
40 CONTINUF 
NcO=1 OR N30=1: NO OpTIONS FXCEPT NEvAP ~AV EQUAL 1 
CALL VEL20IT.V.Z.VA.wA) 
IFIN30.FQ.OI GO TO 50 
CALL 801l"JOIX.V.Z.UA.wll 
wA=wA+Wl 
GO !O ~O 
NcO=;:> OR NJO=;:> 
u~T V~LOCITV FROM USER SUPPLIED SUBROUTINE USER V 
45 CONT WUE 
CALL US~pVIT.X.v.Z,UA,VA.WA) 
50 CON~lNU" 
LALCULAT€ RHS OF OHOPLET OVNAMICS EQUATIONS AND EVAPORATION 
IFIN~V~p.EO.11 nIA=Vvl1,NVARI 
R=Uo\ID4oDIAloSQRT«VA-VDloo2+IWA-wOloo211/VIS 





















~U~ROUTI"JE USERV •••••• USER SUPPLIED 
W1TH ~?O=;:> OR N3D=2 USERY IS C~LLED BV DIFFUN FOR THE 
VtLOCITV IN THE WAKE. THIS ALLOWS THE USER TO ~EPLACE 











































































UPTION I~ STILL AVAILABLE AS IS ~DIST. NPRINT, AND NPLOT. 
!HE PROPELLER AND TUNNEL MODELS ARE AVAILA~LE TO THE 
USER QY INCLUDI~G THE PROPER INPUTS AND SUd~OUTINE CALLS. 
~~s~~n Tn U~ERV IS THE ~ONDIMNSIONAL TIME,T, AND THE 
NUNOyuENSIONAL POSITION x.v,Z. THE USER ReTURNS THE 




~UdRCUTINE VEL2D: INPUT DIMENSIONLESS TIME AND POSITION(v.ZI 
V~L20 RETURNS DIMENSIONLESs INDUC~u VELOCITIES(UA,VAI FROM 
~-VORTEX PAIR UNAFFECTED By CROSSWIND 
SUBHOUTrNE VFL20(T,Y,Z,VA,WAI 
COMMON IAREAll A,CL.B,U.u.ZYO,ZZO.DA,VIS,VCW.D.DD 











& 1/14.00COA)1002-(C2°ToCLOCll/(2.0 ocoAI+C2 oo2+4.0111/(2.0 
" 0~1002)) 
GO TO 20 
10 ZV=~YRT«(II(TOCLoCll/(4.00coAII00210Cl-(C20TOCLoC10021/(2.0 0co 
" AI+CloC2oo2+4.0oCll+SYRT«((TOCLOCll/(4.00CoAII00210C1-(Cc 
" O!OCLoCl002)/(2.0oCoAl+C10C2ooZ+4.00Cl1**2-4.00Cl0020((TOCLoCl 
& I I (4. OoCoAl )002-(C2 0 ToCLoCl I I 12.0 oCoAl +C2 00 2+4.01 ) I 1(2.0 
& 0~1002» 




" 1/14.0oCOA))002-IC3°ToCLoCl)I(2.00CoAl+C3 00 2+4.0))1112.0 
Ii. °1..1 0 °2» 
GO TO 40 
30 ZZ=~QRT(CC(((TOCLOC11/C4.00COA)100210Cl-(C3.ToCL.C10.2)/(2.0 0co 
& AI+C10C3002+4.00C1)+SQRTII(I(TOCLOC1)/(4.00COA»002)OCl-IC3 
" °ToCLoClo021112.00CoAI+CloC3oo2+4.00Cllo02-4.00C10020C((TOCLoCl 
" 11(4.00COA»002-IC30ToCLoClI/12.0 oCOA)+C3 00 2+4.01)1/(2.0 
& °C1°0?» 
40 CONTINUE 


























































, VA=I~L/12.06C6AI)0«ZZ+Z)/«ZZ+Z)602+(ZY-Y)6*2)-IZZ+Z) I(IZZ+Z) 
~ ·~2+IZY+Y).*2)-(ZZ-L)/(IZZ-Z)o*2+IZY+Y)6*2)+(ZZ-Z)/«ZZ-Z)002 
r. +IZY-y)*02» 
WA=ICL/12.0 0CoA»*«ZY-Y)/«Z7+Z)0*2+(ZY-Y)**2)+(ZY+y) 1«Zl+Z) 
C 
~ 0*2+(ZY+Y)**?)-(Zy+Y)/I(ZZ-Z)*02+(Zy+y)0*2)-(ZY-y)/«ZZ-Z)002 
&. + (ZY-y) 002) ) 
RETUkN 
END 
C SUBROUTINE ROUND: CALCULATES THE INDUCED VELOCITIES (UA.WA) 









&. Ik60*2+ll.-Y) •• 2)+ll.+Y)/SQRTI~o.02+(1.+y)002»0(IZZO+Z) 
&. I Ho**2» 
WA=I~L/(4 •• 3.l4l5926540A))0(-lll.-Y)/SaRT(R5002+(I.-Y)*02)+ 




C SUAROUTINE PROPX: ~ETURNS THE X VELOCITY IN THE PROPELLER 
C SLIPSTREAM UAP DUE TO A PROP CENTERED AT IVP.ZP) AT A 





COMMUN IAREA11 A.CL,B.U,G,ZYO.ZZO,DA.VIS,VCw.D.DD 
COMMON IAREA~I ZPROP2.PK~.PK2.PK3.PK4.RP 
q1=~YRT(IY-YP)002+(Z-ZP)0.2) 








C SUAqOUTYN~ PROP2D: RETURNS DIMENSIONLESS PROPELLER INDUCED 
C VeLOCITIES(V.w) AT POSITION IY.Z) FOR A PRO~ AT IYP.ZP) 
C (ALL POSITIONS DIMENSiONLESS) 
C 
SUBHOUTYNE PROP2nIY.z. YP.ZP.V,W) 
COM~ON I~REAl/ A.CL.B.U,G.ZYO.ZZO.DA.VIS.VCw.O.DD 
COMMON IAREA~I ZPROP2,PKi.PK2.PK3. PK4,RP 
Rl=~~RT(IY-YP)0*2+(Z-ZP)002) 





































































C !:lU~POI)TINE' VEL Tv: RETURNS Ir-,DUCED VELOCITIES (V'W) AT 
C PUSITrON IY,Z) FOR VORTICES LOCATED AT (ZYR,ZZR) AND 





CO~MUN IAREAll A.CL.B,U.G.lYO.ZZO,DA,YIS,YCW,Q,DD 
COMPLEX r,C,ZCR,ZCL,WZ,ZQ 
GAMMA=CL/IA62.63.1415926~4) 










C SU8ROUTINE VELC: RETURNS INDUCED VELOCITIES (V.W) ON A 






cOMMON IAREAll A.CL,B,U,G.ZYO,ZZO,DA,VIS.VCw,D.DD 
COM~LEX GC.ZC1,ZC2,WZ 
GAMMA=CL/(2. 63.1415926540A) 








C ~UBROUTINE VORTUN: RETURNS INDUCED VELOCITIES (Vv.wwl 
C AT A POINT (zy.ZZI FOK THE TU"INEL CASE WHERE VORTICES 





































































101=1 0 •• 0.) 
C CALCULATING THE COMPLEX VELrCITV AT A VORTEX 
C 
c 
DO !U 1=1.21 
",=1-11 
rFCN.Ea.O) GO TO 10 
w=W·~ONSTOC_(1./(N0DTUN))+(1'/(2.oZV.N*DTUN))-C1./C2.0ZI 
, +N*DTUN))+Cl./CZ1-CONJGCZ1)+N°DTUN))) 






C TUNVEL SOLVES FOR THE INDUCED VELOCITY IVA, iliA) AT A POINT IN TH 
C tUNNtL IYD,ZD) AND A GIVEN VO~TEX POSITION IZV.+-zZ). 




COMMON IAREA1/ A.CL,B.U.G,ZVO,ZZO.DA.VIS,VCW,D,DD 
COMPLEX C,Z.CONST,W 














, -(~SIN(F*cnNJGIc»)*02) )/IICSINCF*Z))**2-CCSINIFoCONJGIC)))002 






C SUHROUTINE SWATH: CALCULATES THE DISTRIRUTION FRO~ EACH NOlLLE 


























































C ~~TIMATES TH~ DRIFT. IF NPRINT=1 EACH ~OZZLEtS DISTRIBUTION 










COMMON IAREA2/ N2D,N3D,NEVAP,EP5,NPROP2,NCW,NTUN,NDIST,NPRINT 
COMMON /AREAQ/ 5IZ,SIll.NR.Cl.0IA~NI,STDEVI 





00 10 I=I,NCOL 
Nof=NRUN (t) 
IF(NR.En.o) r;o TO 200 
IF(MtTII).EQ.I.0R.NR.LT.4) GO TO 100 
C 1~ METII)=O THE ItTH NOZZLE'S DISTRIBUTION IS CALCULATED 
C U~INr. A CUBIC SPLINE 
C 
IF(NPRINT.EO.O) GO TO 4b 














IF(NEVAP.EQ.l) CALL CSPLISIZ,SIZI.NR,CI,SoIBC,AA,dB) 
CALL CSPLIYI.SI7,NR.C,S,Iac,AA.88) 





C CALC~LATE THE DISTRI~UTION AND ADD TO OIST ARRAY, 











































































IF(U!A.GF..OIAOLOI WRITEI6,271 I,DIA 
27 FORMAT("O",1I000 CUBIC SPLINE PROBLEM NOZZLE NO.",I3," OIA=", 
Ii. E:13.6_" 000"1 
OIAOLO=nrA 
IFCU!A.LT.DRIFTCI)) GO TO 35 
IF(UU'GT.SIZ(NR)I GO TO 30 
DVQO=(Ex c (-.5*(COIA-DIAMN(III/STDEVIIII**211 
Ii. /(ST~EV(I)O~QRT(2.03.14159265411 
IF(N~VAP.EQ.ll CALL CSFIND(SIZ.SIZl.NR.Cl.DIA,DIA1,DUMY,DUMMYI 





IF(N~RINT_EQ.OI GO TO 30 




DLlST (KJI =DISTl 
SLISTI'<JI=OIA 
IF(K,J.EQ.31 WRITE(6.80) (XLISTIKll.SLIST(Kll.DLISTIKl),Kl=1,3) 
80 FORMATC" ".3(E15.6.2E13.611 
30 CONTLNUE" 
35 CONTINUE 
IF(K..J.NE.3.ANO.NPRINT.eQ.I) WRITE(6.80) (XLIST(Kll.SLIST(KII. 
'" DLIST(K11,K1=1,KJI 
GO TO 200 
100 CON!INUE 
C lr M~T(II=l THE I'TH NOZZLE'S DISTRIBUTION IS CALCULATED 
C U~ING A LINEAR FIT 
C 
K..J=lJ 
rF(NR.LT.21 GO TO 200 
IF(NPRINT.EQ.I) WRITE(b.l0S) YNOZ(II 
105 FORMAT("1"."YNOZ=".F5.3/"0","18X."YG".7X."CONCENTRATION"IIl 































































IFINR.GE.4) ,,0 TO 112 
lOR IT I:. 16.113) I 
113 FOR~ATI"O"."*~* INSUFFICIENT DATA TO CALCULATE DISTRI~UTION ***"1 
~ II 666 "JOZZLE NO. ".12," DISTRIBUTION SET = TO ZERO **6") 








C ~ALCULATE DISTRIBUTION AND ADD TO DIST ARRAY. 










DO .~O K=IST4RT.NWIDTH 
YG=(K-1)6.01+START 
IFIABSly,,) .GT.DwIDTH) GO TO 130 
OIST!=O. 
IFIYG.GT.V~~X) ,,0 TO 199 
J1=NH-1 
DO !40 J=1.J1 
IFIYb.LT.YIIJ).AND.VG.LT.YIIJ+l)) GO TO 140 




~ /(STOEV(I)6SQRT(2. 6 3.141592654)) 
rF(NI:.VAP.EQ.O) GO TO 135 
CALL CSFIND(SIZ.SIZ1.NR.C1.DIA.DIA1,DMV,OMMY) 










IFIKJ.En.4) WRITE(6.1 4 11 IXLIST(Kl) .DLISTIK1) .Kl=1.4) 
141 FORMAT(" II.4IE16.6.EI4.b)) 
130 CONTINUE 
199 CONTINUE 











































































IFIUHIFTII).FQ.OI GO TO 300 
IFIDRIFTIII.NE.SIZEII.I» GO TO 205 
ORI~TIII=100. 










IF(N~VAp.EQ.OI GO TO 350 
INCLUDE THE EFFECT OF EVAPORATION IN THE DRIFT 
IF(NH.GE.4) GO TO 320 
wRI I ~ (6. 330) I 
330 FOR~AT("n"."6.oINSUFFICIENT DATA TO ESTIMATE D~IFT 666"1 
" " 066 NOZZLE NO. "t!2." DRIFT SET EQUAl. TO ZERO 666") 
ORlt-T(I)=O. 
GO 1'0 10 





















APE THE LI~ITS OF INTEGRATION 
IS THE F;:VEN NUMBER OF SEGMENTS AA TO aB IS DIVIDED INTO 
IS THE SUBROUTINE wHICH EVALUATES THE INTEGRAND 























































































nIMt"'SION SIZlls) ,SIZI (15) ,Cl 14,lS) 








C INCON EVALUATES THE INITIAL VELOCITY OF THE DROPLET 
C 
C Tu COPRECT FOR THE EFFECT OF THE dOUND VORTEX THE DROPLET IS 
C G1VE"l AN INITIAL V~LOCITV EQUAL TO ITS TERMINAL VELOCITY AT 




COMMON IAREAll A,CL.8.U,G,ZYO,ZZO,OA,VIS.VCw.D.OO 




v=vY e 10 11 
Z=VV 1 103) 




wA=(CL/12.0"C"AllOI(ZV-VI/IIZZ+ZI002+IZY-VI0021+IZV+VI II 12Z+Z1 


























































f. +(ZY-YI .... 211 
5 CONT!NU~ 







DO ~u J=1,100 
wD~=WDR+\oIA 
R=U"A8S( «DA"DIAI"(WA-WORII/VISI 
CDR=1.0+0.197 .. R .... 0.63+0.26E-03 .. Ro.1.38 
FR=«S"CDRI/RUIO(WA-WDRI - 1S"GI/U .. 02 
IF(~R.GT.O.FO)GO TO 40 
10 CONflN\J~ 
WRITt. (~.201 
20 FORMAT("o"."oooo WOR EXCEEDED DO LOOP IN INCON 0"0011) 
wRITt. (~,30) 
30 FORMATI"l"."oooo RIGHT ENDPOINT IN INCON INCOR~ECT 000011) 
yy(1,41=O.EO 
GO TO 90 
40 CON~INUF 
C ~ULV~ FOR THE VELOCITY BY THE ~ETHOO OF BISECTION 
C 
c 




CDR=1.0+0.1970 Qo oO.63+0.26E-03 0Ro OI.38 
F~=I(SOcnR)/PUloIWA-wDM)-IBoG)/Uo02 
FF=ABSIFM) 





60 FORMATIIII".IIoooo DO LOOP PARAtJETER IN INCON EXCEEDED 0000 11) 
yY 11.4)=0.EO 
GO TO 90 
70 YYI!.41=wO~ 
IF(NOIST.EQ.O) wRITE (6,801 VO,WOH 
80 FORMAT("O"."INCON VALUES".T25."VD=".E13.6.T45."WD=".EI3.6//l 
90 RETUHN 
END 
C YZFIN EVALUATES THE DROPLET LOCATION AND VELOCITY 
C wHEN IT INTERSECTS THE GROUND PLANE 
C VALU~S FOR THE NEXT TO LAST TI~E-STEP ARE I~ THE ARRAY 
C YYl ANO Tl. THE VALUES FOR THE LAST STEP YY AND TARE 
C Rt.PLACEO ~Y THE LINEARLY INTE~POLATED FINAL VALUE~ 























































































COMMON IAREAll A.CL,B,U,G,ZVO.ZZO.OA.VIS,VCW.O.OO 
COMMON IAR~A21 N20.N30,NEVAP,EPS,NPROP2,NCW,NTUN,NDIST.NPRINT 
COMMUN IAREA~I JJ.IRUN,ICOUNT 
CON"= I O. EO-vy 1 (3) ) I I VV I ~ oJ) -VV 1 (3) ) 





IFI~DIST.Eq.l) GO TO 20 





CSPL FIT~ A CUBIC SPLINE THROUGH THE M INPUT POINTS IX,V). 
THE tauATION FOR THE CU8IC wHEN X IS GREATER THAN XII) AND 




X AN ARRAV INPUT AND DI~ENSIONED XIM) CONTAINING THE 
INDEPFNDENT VARIABLE IN INCREASING ORDER 
V AN ARRAY INPUT AND DI~ENSIONED VIM) CONTAINING THE 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
,.. ~IJ"I3ER OF IX.v) INPUT 
C AN ARRAY OUTPUT wITH DIMENSION CI4.M-l) CONTAINING 
THE DESIRED COEFFICIENTS 
S A WORK ARRAV DIMENSIONED SIM.5) 
18C =0 SFCONO DERIVATIVE OF' Y ~RT X SET E~UAL TO A AT 
Xill AND B AT XIM) 
=1 FIRST DERIVATIVE OF' V wRT X SET EQUAL TO A AT 
X (1) AND B AT X 1M) 
A.B INPUT VALUE OF FIRST OR SECOND DERIVATIVE DEPENDING 
ON IqC 
PROU~AMED I3V M. ARAGG AARL/OC;U 
SUBHOUTYNE CSPLIX,V.M,C.S.IBC.A.B) 
DIMi:.NSION X!l) .VI 11 ,CI4.1) ,S 1101.5) 
DO e 1<2=1.5 
DO ! 1<1=1.M 
1 5IK!,K2)=0. 
2 CONTI"IUF 




51104, .. )=1'1 



































































DO .j0 T=2,/A1 





S (I," 1 =6." ( ( (V (I + 1 1 -V ( I 1 1/0)( .... 2) - ( (V (I) -V (I-I) ) I (OXOOX 11 ) 1 
30 CON!INUF 
C 
C USE THOMAS ALGORITHUM TO SOLVE TRI-OIAGONAL SYSTEM 
C 
C 















60 CON I INUE 
~ETOHN 
END 
C SUBHOUT1NE CSF1NO 
C 
C SCFIND USES THE X.V.M.C FROM A CALL TO CSPL AND RETURNS FOR 
C ANV INDEPENnENT VARIAdLE XX; T~E CUBIC SPLINE VALUE OF THE 
C OEPtNDENT VAP1A8LE YY. THE FIRST DERIVATIVE yp, AND THE 





IF(XI1).r.T.X(M» GO TO 20 
1)0 1u 1=1,M1 
1F(XII).LE.XX.ANO.X!I+ll.GT.XX) GO TO 40 
10 CONTINUE 
IF(~)\.LT.X(l» 1=1 
IF ()\)I..GF:.X (1041) 1=1011 



























































DO 3u I=I.Ml 












C ?UR4 nUTINE PLnTI 
C 
c ~LOTl IS rALLED IF NPLOT=1 AND PLOTS PARTICLE TRAJECTOHIES 
C IF NnIST=n ANO THE FINAL DISTRIBUTION IF NDIST=1 
C 
SUBHUUTT~E PLOTIITITLE) 
DIMC.NSlo'll IqIJNC<;OI .YPLOT 1I0011 .ZPLOT(10011 .TITLE(131 
CO~MON I~PEA~I N20.N30.N~VAP'EPS.NPROP2.NCW.NTUN.NDIST.NPHINT 
COMMON IAREA~I JJ.IRuN.ICOUNT 
NTOT"'JJ 
pEW 11.0 ~ 
CALL PLnTF1120.41 
IFINUIST.EQ.ll GO TO 200 
00 lU I=\fNTOT 













IFIIl.LE.61 r.0 Tn 30 





CALL AXrSIO •• O,,'2Y/B •• -4.8 •• 0 •• FY.DYI 
CALL AxrSI0 •• 0 •• '2Z/B'.4.AIZ.90 •• FZ.DZl 
CALL SYMQOLIl.0.6.5 •• 14.TITLE.0 •• 36) 
1(=1 
DO ~U I=l.IcnUNT 
II=lRUN(II+I<-1 






































































DO ".::0 I=I,J,J 







DO .:LO 1=I.J,) 
1F(Y~LOT(I).LT.YMIN) GO TO 210 

















































17 .. 00 
17410 
17420 
C~ THIS SUb~OUTINt INT~G~AT~S A SET OF N ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL FIRST 
C- ORDER EQUAT!ON~ OVtP ONE STEP OF LE~GTH H AT EACH CALL. H CAN 8E 
C- SPECIFI~D ~Y THE USER FOH EACH STEP, BUT IT MAY 8E INCREASED OR 
C- CECREAS~D ~Y DIFSUR WITHIN THE RANGE H~IN TO HMAX IN ORDER TO 
C- ACHIEV~ AS LARGF A STep AS PO~SIPLE WHILE NOT COM~ITTING A SINGLE 
C- STEP ERROR WHICH IS LARGEK !HAN EPS IN THE L-2 NORM, wHERE EACH 
C* COMPON~NT OF THE ERROR IS DIVIDED 8Y THE COMPONENTS OF yMAX. C- _ 
C- T~E PRO~RAM RtQUIRES FOUK SUBROUTINES N~MED _ 
C- DIF~U~IN,T'Y,DY) --US~H-SUPPLIEO--
C- DECUMPIN.M.pW,IP) --R~NAMEn TO NDIOIZ IN THIS SOURCE-- -
C- SOLV~IN.~.PW.CSAVECl.1).Ip) --RENAMED TO NDI02Z-- _ 
C- PEDEHVCT.Y.PW.M) --U:ER-SUPPLIED-- _ 
C- THE FIRST. DIFFUN. EVALUATES THE DERIVATIVES OF THE DEPENDENT _ 
C. VARIA~~~S ~TORFn IN Yll.I) FOR I = 1 TO N. AND sTORES THE • 
C. DERIVA!IVES IN THE ARRAY DY. THE NEXT TWO ARE CALLED ONLY IF THE -
C- METHOD tl,n MF IS ~ET TO 1 OR 2 FOR STIFF METHODS. DECOMP IS A • 
C. STANDAKO lU DECOMPOSITION wITH PIVOTING THAT DECOMPOSES THE ~ATRIX • 
Co Pw. LEAVI~r, THE PIVOTS IN THE INTEGER ARRAY IP. M IS THE DECLARED • 
C- SI7E O~ Pw. IPIN) IS SET TO 0 IF PW IS SINGULAR. SOLVE PERFORM~ -
C. 8ACK SUdSTITUTION ON THE CONTENTS OF CSAVEII.l), lEAVING THE 0 
C. RESULTS THFoE. 
C. PEOERV IS USED ONLY IF MF Is 1. AND COMPUTES THE PARTIAL • 
C- DERIVA!IVES OF THE OIFFERENTIAl EQUATIONS AS DESC~I8ED UNDER THE • 
C. MF PARAMETFR. 0 C· _ 
C. TrE TEMPORARY ~TORAGE SPACE IS PROVIDED 8Y THE CALLER IN THE -
C- I~TEGE" ARRAY IP. THE AHRAY PW, AND THE -
C. A~R4YS SAVE AND CSAvE. THE ARRAy PW IS USED ONLY TO HOLD * 
C. THE MATRIX OF THE SAME NAME, AND SAvE IS USED TO SAVE THE VALuES -
C- OF Y IN CASE A STEp HAS TO 8E REPEATEO. BUT CSAVE IS USEO TO HOLD • 
C. SEVERAL ARRAYS. THE REGIONS USED ARE 0 
C. CSAV~CI.l) IS USED MAINLY TO HOLD THE CORRECTION TERMS IN THE 0 
C. CORRECTOR lOOP. AND ~OlDS THE DERIVATIVES DURING • 
C~ JACOBIAN EvALUATIONS. • 
C~ CSAY~(I.?) IS USED TO SAVE T~E VALUES OF TH~ SUMS of All OF THE. 
Co CORRECTION TERMS IN THE PREVIOUS STEP AFTER THEY 0 
C. HAVE BEEN ACCUMULATED IN THE ARRAY ERROR IN THE • 
C~ CURRENT ~TEP. THIS ENABLES THE BACKWARDS DIFFERENCE. 
C. OF ERROR TO BE FOR~ED. IT IS UsED TO EsTIMATE THE • 
C. STEP SIZE FUR ONE ORDER HIGHER THAN CURRENT. • 
C- CSAVtCI,3) IS USED TO STORE THE D~RIVATIVES WHEN THEY AHE ~ 
C<> COMPUTED By DIFFUN. • 
C. • 
C- THE PAR~METFRS TO THE SuBROUTINE DIFSBM HAVE -
C. TrE FOLLOW r NG MIO AN I NGS.. 0 
T 
y 
THE NIJM8ER OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. Ii 
MAY AE DECREASED ON LATER CAllS IF THE NU~8ER OF 
ACTIVE EQUATIONS REDucES, BUT IT MUST NOT 8E 
INCREASED WITHOUT CALLING WlTH JSTART = O. 
T~E INDEPENDENT VARIABLE. 
A 13 ~Y N ARRAY CONTAINING THE DEPENDENT VARIABLES AND 
THEIR SCALED D~RIVATIvES. YCJ+l.I) CONTAINS 






























































































































H .... J/FACTORIALIJ) wHFPE H IS THE CURRENT 
STEP SIZE. ONLY YII'I) ~EED BE PROVIDED ~Y 
THE CALLING PROGRAM ON THE FIRST ENTRY. 
IF IT IS DESIRED TO INTERPOLATE TO NON MESH POINTS 
THF~E VALUES CAN 8E USED. IF THE CURRENT STEP SIZE 
IS H ~ND THE VALUE AT T + E IS NEEDED, FORM 
S = EIH, ~ND THEN COMPUTE 
NO 
YII) n+E) = SUM YIJ+1tIl .. S .... J 
J=O 
4 BLOCK OF AT LEA~T 13"N FLOATI~G POINT LOCATIONS. 
N"3 FLOATING POINT LOC~TIONS USED ~Y THE SUBROUTINES. 
THE ~TEP SIZE TO dE ATTEMPTED ON THE Nt:.XT STEP. 
H YAY qE ~DJUSTED UP OR DOWN BY THE PROGRAM 
IN ORDER TO ACHEIVE AN ECONOMICAL INTEGRATION. 
HOWEVER. IF THE H PROVIDED BY THE USER DOES 
NOT CAUSE A LARGER ERROR THAN REQUESTED, IT 
wILL 8E USED. TO SAVE COMPUTER TIME, THE USER IS 
ADVISED TO USE A FAIRLY SMALL STEP FOR THE FIRST 
CALL. IT WILL BE AUTOMATIC~LLY INCR~ASED LATER. 
THE YINIMUM STEP SIZE THAT WILL BE USED FOR THE 
INTEGRATION. NOTE THAT ON ST~RTING THIS MUST BE 
MUCH SMALLER THAN THE AvERAGE H EXPECTED SINCE 
A FIRST ORDER METHOD IS USED INITIALLY. 
THE MAXIMUM SIZE TO WHICH THE STEP WILL 8E INCREASED 
THE ERROR TEST CONSTANT. SINGLE STEP ERROR ESTIMATES 
DIVIDED By YMAXIII MUST dE LESS THAN THIS 
IN THE EUCLIDEAN NORM. THE STEP ANDIOR ORDER IS 
ADJUSTED TO ACHEIVE THIS. 
T4E vETHOD INDICATOR. THE FOLLOWING ARE ALLOWED •• 
o AN ADAMS PREDICTOR CORRECTOR IS USED. 
1 A MULTI-STEP ~ETHOD SUITABLE FOR STIFF 
SYSTEMS IS USED. IT WILL ALSO wORK FOR 
NON STIFF sYSTEMS. HO~EVER THE USER 
MUST PRoVIDE A SUBROUTINE PEDERV WHICH 
EVALUATES THE PARTIAL OERIVATIVES OF 
THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS wITH RESPECT 
TO THE Y'S. THIS IS DONE 8Y CALL 
PEDERVIT,y,Pw,MI. PW IS AN N BY N ARRAY 
WHICH MUST BE SET TO THE PARTIAL OF 
THE I-TH EQUATION WITH RESPECT 
TO THE J DEPENDENT VARIABLE IN PW(I,J). 
Pw IS ACTUALLY STORED IN AN M BY M 
ARRAY WHERE ~ IS THE VALuE OF N USED ON 
THE FIRST CALL TO THIS PROGRAM. 
2 THE SAME AS CASE 1, EXCEPT THAT THIS 
SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE PARTIAL 
DERIVATIVES 8Y NUMERICAL DIFFERENCING 
OF THE DERIVATIVES. HENCE PEDERV IS 
NOT CALLED. 
AN ARRAY OF N LOCATIONS ~HICH CONTAINS THE MAXIMUM 
OF EACH Y SEEN SO FAR. IT SHOULD NOR~ALLY 8E SET TO 
1 IN EA~H co~PONENT ~EFORE THE FIRST ENTRY. (SEE THE 
DES~RIPTION OF cPS.) 
















































































































ON~ STEP ERROR IN EAC~ COMPONENT. 
KFLAU ~ COMPLETION CUDE WITH THE FOLLOwING ~EANINGS •• 
+1 THE STEP WAS SUCCESFUL. 
-1 THE STEP wAS TA~EN wITH H = HMIN. BUT THE 
REQUESTED ERROR w~S NOT ACHIEVED. 
-2 THE MAXIMUM ORnER SPECIFIED WAS FOUND TO 
dE TOO L 'H~GE. 
-3 CORRECTOR CONVERGENCE COULU NOT ~E 
A~HIEVED FOR H .GT. ~MIN. 
_4 THE REQUESTED ~RROR IS SMALLER THAN CA~ 
BE HANDLED FOR THIS PROaLE~. 
JSTART A~J INPUT INOICATUR WITH THE FOLLOWING MEANINGS •• 
-1 REPEAT THE LAST STEP WITH A NEw H 
o pERFOR~ THE FIRST STEP. THE FIRST STEP 
MUST BE DONE WITH THIS VALUE OF JSTART 
SO THAT THE SUBROUTINE CAN INITIALIZE 
ITSELF. 
+1 TAKE A NEw STEP CONTINUING FROM THE LAST. 
JSTART IS SET TO N~. THE CURRENT ORDER OF THE METHOD 
AT FXIT. ~IQ IS ALSO THE ORDER OF THE r-4AXIMUM 
DERIVATIVE AVAILAHLE. 
MAXDER T~E MAXIMUM DERIVATIVE THAT SHOULD 8E USED IN THE 
METHOD. SINCE T~E ORnER IS EQUAL TO THE ~IGHEST 
nE~IVATIVE USED. THIS RESTRICTS THE ORDER. IT MUST 
8E LES~ THAN 13 FOR ADAMS AND 7 FOR STIFF METHODS. 
PW A ALOCK OF AT LEAST N~~? FLOATING POINT LOCATIONS. 
IP A ALOCK OF AT LEAST N INTEGERS. 
co~o.~o.oo.~oo*o.*oooo~ooo~o*wo*ooo~oo*oo*.oo.*~oooooo0000000**00*00.0*. 
SU~ROUTI~E OIFS~M IN.T,Y'SAVE.CSAVE.H.HMIN.HMAX.EPS.MF,YMAX,EkROR. 
1KFLAu·J~TART.MAXDEP,PW.IP) 
DIMI:.NSION YCl3.11. YMAX(l). SAVEI13tl). ERROR Ill. PWIll. All3). PE 
1RTSTtI2.?31. C<;AVEIN.31' IPlll 
c~ooooooooo~oo~ooo~oooooooooooooooooooooooo~oooooooooo000000000000000000 
Co T~E CO~~FICTENTS IN PERTST ARE USED IN SELECTING THE STEP AND 0 
Co ORDER. THEREFORE ONLY ABOUT ONE PERCENT ACCURACY IS NEEDED. 0 
coo~OO.06~9.00060~6~~O~~~~~*o~~~*~~oo~*o~~*oo*~*o*o~o*.*.~.* •• o*~**~o ••• 
DATA PE~TSTI?.4.5.7.333.10.42.13.7.17.15.1 •• 1 •• 1 •• 1 •• 1 •• 1.,2 •• 12. 
1.2~·.37.~q.~3.33.7n.08.B7.97.100.9.126.7.147.3.168.B.191.4.3.,6 •• 9 
2.167.12.~.1~.98.1 •• 1 •• 1 •• 1 •• 1 •• 1 •• 1 •• 12 •• 24.,37.89.53.33.70.0d.87. 
397.100.9.126.7,147.3.1 0 8.9.191.4.211 •• 1 •• 1 ••• 5 •• 1667 •• 04133 •• 00826 
47.1 •• 1 •• 1 •• 1.,1 •• 1 •• 1 •• 1 •• 2 •• 1 ••• 3157 •• 07407 •• 0139 •• 0021818 •• 00029 




IF (.JSTART.LE.OI GO TO 50 
Co*oo.*o*oooo**ooo*~*ooo*ooo~~oo*oo •• oo.*o**ooooo.oo.ooo.o* •• o**ooo~.*oo 
C~ BEGIN bY SAVING INFORMATION FOR POSSIBLE RESTARTS AND CHANGIN& 0 
Co H BY TH~ FACTOP R IF THE CALLER HAS CHANGED H. ALL VARIABLES 0 
Co DEPENOI:.NT ON H MUST ALSO BE CHANGED. 0 
C* E IS A COMPARI~ON FOR ERROpS OF THE CURRENT ORDER NQ. EUP IS 0 
C* TC TEST FOp INCREASING THE ORDER. ED~N FOR DECREASING THE ORDER. 0 
C* H~Ew IS THE STEP SIZE THAT WAS USED ON THE LAST CALL. 0 
Co* •• oooooo~ooo •• o* ••• *ooooo.oo* •• **o~ooo ••••• * •• *o**o**0.*.*00.00** ••• * 

























































Dli 20 J=l.1<' 
20 S~VE(J.Il=Y(J.tl 
HOLU"'IoiNF"~ 
IF IH.Eq.HOLDl r,o TO 40 
30 IREll=l 
GO TU 750 
40 NQOLU=Nn 
TOLlJ"'T 
IF (~START.GT.Ol GO TO 300 
GO TO 8n 
50 IF l~STAPT.En.-1l GO TO 70 
CO**6*O*O~~**~~6*O.O~06**O~O.~.o**.* ••• * ••••••• o.o*oo**.*.**.00.*.0.00.* 
Co eN THE FIRST CALL, THE O~DER IS SF-T TO 1 AND THE INITIAL 0 
Co DERIVATIvEs ARE CALCuLATED. 0 




N4=N .... 2 
CALL DIF'F'UN (N,T,Y,CSAVE(1,3ll 




GO TO 10 
C*o •• o ••• ~*oo~o*o.ooo*o ••••• *ooo.oo.o •••• *o.oo •• oooo*o0*0 •• * ••• 00.0.*0.* 
C .. ~EPEAT LAST STFP BY RESTORING SAVED INFORMATION. • 
C •• oooooo .... oooooo .. ooooooooo .. o ....... oo •• o ••• ooooo •• o •• o000.000.0000000.00 




GO TO 30 
c~.oo.oo*~.o.oooooo.oooooooo.oooooooo.o •• ooooo.ooo*ooo0000*000000000**** 
Co SET TH~ COEFFICIENTS THAT DETERMINE TH~ ORDER AND THE METHOD • 
Co TYPE. l.HECI<' Fop ExCESSIVE ORDER. THE LAST TWO STATE~ENTS OF 0 
C .. ThIS S~~TION SET IwEVAL .GT.O IF PW IS TO BE RE-EVALUATED 0 
C" BECAU~~ OF THE ORDER CHANGE, AND THEN REPEAT ThE INTEGRATION 0 
Co STEP I~ IT IoiAS NOT vET B~EN DONE (IRET = 1) OR SKIP TO A FINAL .. 
CO SCALING ~EF'ORE FXIT IF IT HAS BEEN COMPLETED (IRET = 2). .. 
c •• ooo.o.vWOOOOOOO.OOOO.OOO.OOOO*O*OOOO •• *0006600.§O~.66*00 ••••••••••••• 
80 IF IMF.EQ.Ol GO TO 90 
IF INQ.r.T.6l GO TO 100 
GO 10 (230.240.250,260.270.280). /JQ 
90 IF {NQ.r,T.1?1 GO TO 100 
GO TO (110,120,130.140,150,160,170,180,190,200.210.220), NO 
100 KFLAG=-? 
RETUHN 
c~··o •••• o~o~.o •••• oo.o.ooo •• ·o.~~.O.6~ ••••• o •••••••••••••• * •••••••••••• 
C .. THE FOLLQwr~G COEFFICIENTS SHOULD 8E DEFINED TO THE MAXIMUM ~ 
Co ACCURA~Y PF'~MITTED RV THE MACHINf. THEY ARE. IN THE ORDER USED.. .. 
C.. .. 
Co -1 
C .. -1/2.-1/ 2 




























































Co -3/~,-11/1?,-1/)'-1/24 0 
Co -251/7cU'-?~/24,-35/72,-5/48,-1/120 0 
Co -95/28~'-1)7/120.-'/8,-17/~6'-1/40.-1/720 0 















Co -1 0 
Co -2/3,-1/3 0 
Co -12/25,-7/1n,-]/S.-1/50 0 
Co -120/27~'-2?5/274.-85/274.-15/274.-1/274 0 
Co -180/441.-58/63.-15136.-25/252.-31252,-1/1764 0 
Co~oo.oo.w~ooooooooooo~ooooo~***o~oooooooo*o~.*o*~** •• *******.000****0 •• 
110 AI11=-1,o 
GO TO 290 
120 A(1)=-,50000000000 
AI31=-O,50000000~ 













A(5)=-O,10 4 1666666666667 
4(6)=-0,008333333333333333 







GO TO 290 
































































GO TO 2Qn 2790 





AI71=-O.nl0h4814BI481 4 815 2'l50 
AI81=-0.0007936507936507937 2860 
AI91=-0.~OOO?4~OI5A73015873 2870 
r.0 TO 2QO 2980 








AII0 1=-0.000002755731 92239859 2970 
GO TO 290 2980 







AI91=-0.OO0299685A4656 0847 3060 
AI10 l =-0.000013778659611 9929 3070 
All~I=-O.000n0027557319223986 3080 
GO TO 2Qn 3090 
?10 AIll=-0.2801A9564439367 3100 
A(31=-1.4~44R412698413 3110 
AI41=-1.17151455026455 3120 





AII0 1=-O.OOO0404174015 285 126 3180 
Alll l =-0.00OOOIS1565255731922 3190 
AI1~1=-n.00nOOO0250521083854417 3200 
GO 10 290 3210 













GO TO 2'11) 
230 All l =-1.000onoooo 
,,0 Tv 2'11) 
?40 Alll=-0.~~~~6666~66666b7 
AI31=-0.13333333333333~3 
GO Tv 2Qn 
250 Alll=-0.54545454~45454~5 
A 131=A III 
AI41=-0.0'lOQOqOqOq09090'l1 




























IF ItOWN.EO.O) GO TO 780 
BNO=(EPS~ENQ3)~~? 
IWEI/I<L=MF 
GO TO 1300,"'70). IRET 
C~~*************~*~~~*~~~~*~~~~~**~*~~********************************** 
C~ TMIS S~~TION COMPUTES THE PREDICTED VALUES BV EFFECTIVELY * 
C* "ULTIP~VINr, THE SAVED INFORMATION AY THE PASCAL TRIANGLE * 
C* "ATPIX. * 
C.oo.o*o.oooOO~~*060~*oooo**oooooooo~oo*o*ooo*oooooooo •• 000000000 •• 0.0*_ 
300 T=T+H 
DO 310 J=2.K 
DU 310 Jl=J.K 
JC=K-Jl+J-l 


























































coo~***o~~~ooooo~*.o**~*ooo~o*oo*~oooo*o**oo*oo§§ooooooooo.ooo*~* •• o*oo. 
C~ uP Tv 2 cn~~~CTOR ITERATIONS ApE TAKEN. CONVERGENCE IS TE~TED dy ~ 
C* REQU1RIN~ T~E L2 NORM OF CHANGES TO B~ LESS THAN BND WHICH IS ~ 
C~ OEPENUENT ON THE EQQO~ TEST CONSTA~T. ~ 
C~ Th~ SU~ OF T~E CORRECTIONS IS ACCUMULATED IN THE ARRAV ~ 
C~ ERROR(I). IT IS EQUAL TO THE K-TH O£RIVATIVE OF y ~ULTIPLIED ~ 
Co PY HV*K/(FACTORIAL(K-1)*A(K». AND IS THEREFORE PROPORTIONAL ~ 
Co TO Th~ ACTUAL ERRORS TO THE LOWEST POWER OF H PRESENT. (H~*K) ~ 
CO~6 ••• 0.0voo~*~ooooooo~ooo.*o~o*oo***ooooo*o*ooo*o~oo *0000*0000.000000. 
DO .leO I=I,N ' 
320 E~RORCI)=n.O 
00 '+.l0 L=l.? 
CALL nrFFUM (N.T,V.CSAVE(I,3» 
coo*oO**O~9** ••• *o.** ••• *O*06~.~*ooo •• **ooo*.** •• 0.o*0 0000000 •• 00000000. 
Co IF TH~R£ HAS REEN A CHAN&~ OF OROEri OR THERE HAS BEEN TROUdLE ~ 
C~ WITH CONvFRGENCE. P~ IS pE-EVALUATEO PRIOR TO STA~TING THE ~ 
C~ CORRECTOR ITFPATIO~ IN THE CASE OF STIFF ~ETHOOS. I~EVAL I~ ~ 
Co THEN SET TO -1 AS AN INDICATOR THAT IT HAS BEEN DONE. ~ 
Coo.oo.o*ooooo •• *ooo*o~**oo*ooo*oo~*ooooooo*o.*oo§§~~*OO~O~O~OOO*OO~*OoO 
IF (lWEVAL.LT.ll GO TO 390 
I~ ("IF .EQ.2) GO TO 360 
CALL cEnE~V (T.V,PW,N3) 
p=M (1) ~H 
DU 330 I=l,N4 
330 ~W(t)=PWCI)~R 
C~.o0000009~O*O**o**~oo*oo~ooo*oo*oooooo~*oo*ooooo*oo*000000000**000*000 
C~ ADD TH~ IDENTITY MATRIx TO THE JACOBIAN AND DECO~POSE INTO LU = Pw 0 
cooooooooooo.ooo*oo~~~o**oo~o~o*oooo**oooo*oooooooooooo.*oo~ooo~*ooooooo 
340 DU 3~0 I=l,N 
350 ~~(IO(N3+1)-N3)=1.0+P~(I~CN3+1)-N3) 
I wt:.VAL=-1 
CALL NDIOIZ (N,N3,PW.IP) 
I~ (IpCN) ."IE.O) GO TO 390 
GO TO 440 
COO~~O~~*~~~*O~O~O~**O~O~~~~OO~*OO*~~O~O~~~~O*~~O~*O*~o~***~o~*ooo*o~oo~ 
Co ~VALUAT~ THE JACORIAN INTO Pw BY NUMERICAL DIFFE~~NCING. R I~ THE ~ 
Co CHANGE MADF TO THE FLE4ENT UF V. IT IS EPS RELATIVE TO V wITH ~ 
Co A MINIMUM OF EPso~2. F STORES T~E UNCHANGED VALUE OF V. ~ 
Coooooo~*o.ooo*.oo~o~oooooooooo*oooooooooooo*ooo.ooooo 00000000 •0 0000000. 









~ALL OIFFUN (N,T,V,CSAVECl,l) 
UO 370 I=1,N 
PWCI+CJ-1)ON3)=(CSAVE(I,I)-CSAVE(I,3»~D 
Ytl,J)=F 
GU TO 140 
DO ,+00 I=l.N 
CSAVE(I'l)=vc2,I)-CSAVE(I,3)~H 
II" CMF .EQ.O) GO TO 410 
CjLL NnIO?7 CN,N3.PW.~SAvECl,l)'IP) 
Cooo~~oo~o*ooo~~o~o~~~~oooo*oo~~oooo~o~o~~~~~oo~o~~o*oOOO~~OOOO**OOOOO~O 

























































Co ESTIMATe T~~ VALUE Or THE L2 NORM Or THE ~EXT CO~RECTION BY 0 
Co 8R o2°DeL ANn CO~PARE WITH 8ND. Ir EITHER IS LESS, TH~ CORRECTOR ° 
Co I S SA I U TO '"lAVE CO~JVERGED. ° 
Co.oooo~O.oOO~4ooooooo*~~oooo*oooooooo*ooooooooooooooo*ooooo*ooo~o.oo •• o 
410 DeL=O.O 








Ir IA~INI CDEL,8RODEl02.0).LE.8NO) GO TO 4~0 
430 CONTI NUE 
C*oooooooooooooooooooooooooo§ooooooooooooooooooooooo**oo~ooooooo~ooooo*. 
Co THE COHHECTOR IT~RATION rAILED TO CONVERGE IN 2 TRIES. VARIOU~ ° 
Co POssIBILITIES ARE CHECKEU FOR. Ir H IS ALREADY HMIN AND 0 
Co THI~ I~ EITHER ADA~S METHOD OR THE sTIrF METHOD IN WHICH THE 0 
Co MATRIX PW ~AS ALREADY 8EEN HE-EVALUATED, A NO CONvERGENCE EXIT 0 
Co IS TAKEN. OTHERWISE THE MATRIX Pw IS RE-EVAlUATED ANDIOR THE ° 
Co STEP I~ REOUCED TO TPY AND GET CONVERGENCE. 0 
Coooooooooo*oooooooooo.oooooooooo*~ooooooooo*oo*ooo*o*0000000000000000.0 
440 T=TUlO 
IF I~HSIH).lE.HMINOl.00001.AND.(IWEVAl-MTYP).lT.-1) GO TO 450 
IF ('Mr.EQ.O).OR.IIWEVAl.NE.O» H=H oO.25 
IwE'IAL='-IF 
IRETi=2 
GO TO 7c;n 
450 KFLAb=-3 
NQ=Nl.<OLO 
460 DO 4(0 !=l'N 
DU 470 J=l.K 
470 y(v.I)=SAVEIJ,I) 
H=HOLO 
JST .. tH="lO 
RETUkN 
Coooo*oooo~oo.ooo.ooo.ooooooooooooooooooooooo*.oooooooooo.**ooo* •• ~o •• *~ 
C~ ThE COHRECTOR CONVERGED AND CUNTROL IS PASSED TO STATEMENT 520 0 
C~ IF THE ~RqOR TFST IS O.K.. AND TO 540 OTHERWISE. ~ 
Co IF THE ~TEp IS O.K. IT IS ACCEPTEry. IF IDOUB HAS ~EEN REDUCEU 0 
Co TO ONE. A TEST IS M4DE TO SEE Ir THE STEP CAN 8E INCREASED 0 
Co AT THE ~UPRENT ORDER OR BY GOING TO ONE HIGHER OR O~E LOWER. ~ 
C~ SuCH A ~HANr,~ IS ONLY MAU~ IF THE STEP CAN BE INCREAS~D 8Y AT 0 
Co LEAST i.l. IF NO CHANGE IS POSSIALE IDOU8 IS SET TO 8 TO 0 
CO PREVENT FUTHER TESTING rOR 8 STEPS. 0 
Co IF A CHANGE IS POSSI8LE. IT IS MADE AND IDOUR IS SET TO ° 
C~ ~Q + 1 Tn PP"-VENT FURTH~R TEStNG rOR THAT NUM~ER OF STEPS. ~ 
Co IF THE eRROR WAS TOO LARGE, THE OPTIMU~ STEP SIZ~ FOR THIS O~ ~ 
Co LG~ER URDER IS COMPUTED. AND THE STEP RETRIED. IF IT SHOULD 0 
C~ FAIL TwICE ~OR~ IT IS AN INDICATION THAT THE DERIVATIVES THAT 0 
C~ hAVE AC~UMULATFO IN THE Y ARRAY HAVE ERRORS OF THE WRONG ORDER ~ 
Co SO THE FIRST DERIVATIVES ArlE RECOMPUTED AND THE OKDER IS SET ° 
Co TO 1. 0 


























































00 "'10 T=l .~I 
490 D=O+(~QQOQ(I)/Y4AX(I»**2 
lloIE\lAL=n 
IF 10.GT.E) (;0 TI') 530 
IF (I<'.LT.3) (;0 TI') 510 
C~~O~006~O*OO*~**~~~O*OOO*4~oo~O~oooo*ooo~oooooooooooooooooo~oo~~ooooooo 
C* CO~PLETc T~E CnpPECT10N OF i~E H1GHEq O~DER DERI~ATIvES AFTE~ A * 
C* SLcCEsrUL STEP. * 
Coooo~ooowooooo~o~oooo*oooooooooooooooooo*ooooooooo~oo*oo~oooooooooooo.o 
DO ~uO J=l.1< 




IF 1l[)I')UR.U::.l) (;0 TO :;40 
TDOu tl =II"f"lUR-l 
IF I !DOIIR.r.T.l) GO TO b90 
DO JCO T=I.N 
520 C~AvE(T.2)=EqpOP(I) 
GO TO ~Qn 
Coooooooo~~oo*ooooooooooooo~oooooooooooooooooooooooo.o00000000000000000* 
CI> kEDUCE TI'1E FAILIIRE ~LAG COUNT TO r~ECK FOR "IULT1PLE FAILURES. I> 
C* RESTORt. T TI') IT~ ORTGINA~ VALUE A~O fRY AGAIN UNLESS THERE HAV~ .. 
CI> TI-oREE ~Io\ILlJPES. IN THAT CASE THJ: I')EPIVAT!VES ARE ASSUMED TO HAVE .. 
C .. ACCUMULAT~o ERPnps 50 A Rt.START ~POM THE CURRENT vALuES OF Y I~ I> 
C" TRIED. THI~ IS CONTINUED UNTIL SUCCESS OR H = !-IMIN. .. 
cooooooooo~OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQOOOOOooo~ooooooooooooooo000000000000*00000 
s30 KFLAb=KFlAG-? 
IF IAi:lS(H) .LF. (Ht.AIN"l.OOOOl» GO TO 740 
T=TOLO 
IF IKFLAr;.L~ .-5) Gn TO 710 
C~40~~OOOO~~O~4§~~~*~O~Ov*~60~O*~~0000060000~~~oooo~oo**000600*000000000 
CI> PHI. PH2. ~~D Po3 wILL CONTAIN T~E AMOUNTS ~y wHICH THE STEP ~IZ~ .. 
CI> C~OULO ~E OIVIO~D AT ORDER ONE LnwER' AT THIS ORD~R, AND AT ORDER * 
CI> O~t HI~H€R QESP~CTIVELY. I> 
coooooOOO~~0960000000*66046~OOOO.oooooooooooo.ooooo~*oooooo~ooo*oooooooo 
540 PR2= (011'") <><>E"Q21>1 • 2 
PR3=1.E+?O 
IF II~Q."F..4AXDERI.OR.(KFLAG.LE.-l» GO TO 560 
D=O.O 
00 :l~0 !=l.N 
550 D=O+«~PROR(I)-CSAVEII.2»/Y~AX(I»"1>2 
PR3= (o/~!JP) I>*ENQ3 0 1.4 
560 PRl=1.E+20 
IF om.L'.1) GO TO 58 0 
D=O.u 
00 j(O !=l.N 
570 O=U+(Y(I(.r)/Y~AX(IlII>"2 
PRl=(O/.r~N)""ENOlI>1.3 
St'O CON I !"lU~ 
IF IP'l2.LE.PP31 (;0 TO 640 




























































IF (IKFLAG.FI'.lI.At-,JD.(R.LT.(I.lI» GO TO 690 
IF IN~W~.LE.N~) GO TO 620 
C~ooo •• ooo~oo~o.ooo~o~o.*oo~ooo.ooo*ooo**o* •• ~o ••• *ooo0.*.* •••••••• **0.* 
C~ CO~puT~ O'J_ A~nITIONAL SCALED D~PIVATIVE IF OROE~ IS INCREASED. ~ 
C ••••• ~.oo~ooo •• ~.~.* .. o •• *~no~~ ••• 6.0~.O.~4.**O.**.~.o.~.***.*.§*o~ooo. 
DO olO T=I.N 
610 YINE~Q+I.r)=€pPORII)·A(K)/FLOATIK) 
6<=0 t<=NEI'I"J+l 
IF IKFLIIG.EO.lI GO TO 660 
f<=H·R 
IRETl=3 
GO to 7r::.n 
630 IF INE~n.E~.NQ) AO TO 300 
NQ=,...~ .. Q 
GO TO '1t) 
640 IF IP P 2.r.T.PPl) GO TO 590 
t-.Eo/\,j=T\j,') 
R=I·0/AMAXIIPR?l.E-4) 
GO TO ::Inn 
650 P=1.0/A~AXl(PP3.I.E-41 
t-.E,o/v="lQ+l 





IF It-,JQ.EQ.NFWQI AO TO 670 
NQ=NEwf"J 
GO TO af') 
670 Rl=!.O 
DO obO J=2.1< 
R.L=ql~p 
DU 6AIl I=l.N 
680 yl~.II=Y(J.I)~pl 
IDOUb=K 




710 IF INQ.GT.l) GO TO 720 
IF lABS IHI .LE .2 ..... MINI GO TO 71'10 
GO ro 540 
720 p=Hit10LD 
DO 7.J0 I=l.N 




GO TO ~f') 
740 KFLAu=-1 
HNEw=H 
JST .. RT=t-,JQ 
PETUkN 

























































Co THIS S~LTION scaLES ALL VARIABLES CO~NECTED ~ITH H AND RETURNS 0 
Cil TC THE c.NTI"~ING SECTION. 1> 
COOOO1>1>01>O~01t1t01t1t101tOOO1t101t1010101t01t1t1t1tOOO1t1t1t1tOO1t1t1OO1to***oo0001000000000000000 




1)0 160 J=2.K 
R=H/HnLD 
~l=RllOp 
DU 760 I=l,N 
Y(~,I)=SAVF(J,I)1ORl 
I) 0 I 10 I = 1 • ~J 
yl1.I)=SAVFIl·Il 
IOOuo=K 
GO TO (40.3nO.630), IRET! 
7£'0 KFLA~=-4 
GO TO 41\0 
f"<D 



















MATRiX TQ IANGULARIZATION By GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION. 
rI--JPUT'" 
N = UPO~P OF MATRIX 
NDIM = DECLAPED I)IMENSION OF ARRAY A. 
A = MATRYX TO RE TRIANGULARIZED. (FOR STIFF M~THODS, A IS SINGLE 
PRECISION; ALL OTHER VARIA8lES ARE DOUdlE PRECISION.) 
OUTPUT ••• 
A(I'~)' y.LE.J = UppER TRIANGULAR FACTOR, U. 
A(I,~), I."T.J = MULTIPLIERS = lOwER TRIANGULAR FACTOK, I-L. 
IPIKI. K.LT.N = INDEX OF K-TH PIVOT ROW. 
rp(NI = (-I)101O(NUMAER OF INTERCHANGES) OR O. 
USE 'SULVI'" (NnI02Z) TO OBTAIN SOLUTION OF LINEAR SYSTEM. 
OETERMIA) = IP(N)1OA(1,1)1OA(2.2)o ••• OA(N,N). 
IF IPIN) = O. A IS SINGULAR, SOLvE WILL DIVIDE tiY ZERO. 
DIMtNSION A(NOrM.NOIM), IP(NDIM) 
IP(NI=1 
00 au K=l.N 
IF (K.EO.NI GO TO 50 
Kt>l=I(+} 
,..,=1\ 
DU I') I =K PI, N 
IF (AAS(A(I.K)).GT.ABS(A(M,K)II M=I 
10 l.ONTTNUE 
It>IKI=M 




II" IT .I"Q.n) GO TO 50 
DU 2'1 I=KPl.N 
20 A(I,K)=-A(I.K)/T 






























































II ('~. ,J) =4 (I(. J) 
~(I(.J)=T 
IF IT.EQ.O.) GO TO 40 
UO '3n I=KP1.N 
ACI·J)=ACI.J)+A(I.K)"T 
l.ONrrNUI" 

















SOLUTION "F LINEAR SYSTEM, A*X = B. 
It-.PUT ... 
~ = O~O~o OF ~ATRIX. 
NOIM = OECLAPEO OIMENSION OF ARRAY A. 
A = TRIANGULARIZED MATRIX 08TAINED FROM 'DECOMP' (NDIOIZ). 
El = kIGf-lT !-tHID SrDE VECTOR. 
IP = PIVOT VFCTOR OBTAINED FROM 'DECOMP'. 
OUTPUT ... 
8 = SOLUTION VECTOR, x. 
DI~tNSlnN A(NnIM,NDIM), H(NDI,..). IPINDIM) 
IF (N.EQ.l) ,,0 TO 30 
10 
NMl=I·-l 






Oll 10 I=KPltN 
8(1)=~CI)+ACI'K)"T 
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